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FOUR APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF
SOCIAL CHARACTER AND PERSONALITY

by
James Jana

A Thesis Submitted to the Faculty ot the Graduate School
ot Loyola University in Partial Fulfillment ot
the Requirements tor the Degree ot
Master ot Arts
February
19~8

LIFE
James Jane was born in Ch1cago, Illin01s, September 26,
1930.

He resides in Berwyn, Il11nois.
He was graduated trom Fenw10k High School, Oak Pe,rk, Illi-

nois, in June 1948, and from St. Ambrose College in June ot

19~2,

with the degree ot Bachelor of Arts.
In September ot 1953 he began bis graduate studies in sociology at Loyola University, where he also studied Amerioan history and education.

PREFACE
This thesis is an attempt to study one problem, American
social character, trom several varied approaches.

In retrospect,

the writer's education has itselt been somewhat~interdiSciplinary
approach and he is indebted to many members of the Loyola University faculty for the part they have played in furthering his education:

To Fr. Herr and Dr. Nicolay with whom he studied psy-

chology; to Mr. Hodapp, Fr. Gallagher, Fr. Sieber, Fr. Martin,
Dr. Zahn and Dr. Mundy of the soc1010gy faculty; to Dr. McCluggage,
~r.

Kelly and Mr. Schiltz of the history department; and to Mr.

Feely in education.
It has been the writer's especially good tortune to have had
Dr. Paul Mundy as a teacher of minority problems, a seminar in
research and as adviser for this study.

Dr. Mundy has given a

continuing example of scholarship and kindness for whieh the
writer is particularly grateful.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Pyrpose_

The purpose of this thesis is to present, analyze

and compare the methodology, typology and conclusions ot four
studies 1n social character and personality.

The studies were

conducted in various disciplines of the behavioral sciences: Margaret Mead, anthropology; Erich Fromm, psychology; P1tirim A.
Sorokln, soe1010gy; and David Rieaman, social science.

Sj,nee

this thesis involv.s no experimental procedure, material used
will be obtained primarily trom their writings.

To depict the

author's typologies accurately and to analyze their conclusion.s
presents a two told problem of importance and difficulty.
~

IntlUtnQln& Factorl_

Recent publications by William

Foote Whyte and David Ri.sman have included statements of their
educational background and other experiences to help the reader
...

•

torm a better judgment ot their qualtfications, technique, method
and possible bias.

The following remarks concerning the present

writer are intended to give some insight into how the basic problem ot the thesis developed and how personal influences registered a relevant 1mpact.

lWil11am Foote Whyte, street Corngr §gciety, Enlarged ad.
(Ch1cago 19':ir;).
David Rieaman, C9nst~~iD~ AD4 1sr1ety 10 AmericlD Educati QO
(University ot Nebraska Press, 19~6 •
1

1

~

The Davenport, Iowa, area blends an atmosphere ot rural
charm with urban life.

It was at St. Ambrose College in Daven-

port that the writer studied commerce, social scienee and philosophy.

Real interest was in the realm of social ideas and philoso-

phy so that much of the time and

ene~gy

which might have been de-

voted to commercial subjects was happily given to

soeia~

cal, athletic and literary activities on the campus.

politi-

During

summer vacations the City of Berwyn's Playground and Recreation
Commission employed the writer as a playground supervisor.
After graduation and army service, the writer worked in the
sales promotion and sales departments ot a large national oil
corporation with MIdwest otfices in Chicago.

At this time the

writer entered Loyola University's evening division and began the
study of sociology.
The personal contact work which the sales position provided
the writer to a varIety of new exp,riences:
nessmen and workers of varied

econo~lc

contact with busi•

brackets, nationalities

and races; to changing neighborhoods; corporate promotional programs; labor-management relations, union organizational techniques, threathened strikes; and what WIlliam H. Whyte describes
in Ih! Qrcanizatlon Min as the conflict between personal and corporate ethics. 2
2v/llllam H. Whyte,

IhI

Qrl§Dizatlon

KIn

(New York 19~6).

2

The thesis outline was developed in Dr. Paul Mundy's
search seminar.

re~

One of his lectures on the interdisciplinary

method seems, in retrospect, instrumental in drawing up the final
outline.

Before this, the writer had studied soclal psychology

An anthropologist Father
•
Sylvester Sieber, taught a course 1n Christian Social Theory and
and the psychology of personality.

Father Leo Martin, a Theory of Social Movements class--bo th implied a comparative method.
Probably most influential to the selection of material and
the comparative method of this study were two courses taught by
Dr. Gordon Zahn, entitled Social Stratification and a Seminar in
Modern Sociological Theory.

In the stratification class, several

ease studies of American social structure were presented, including those of anthropologist W. L. Warner's. Pitirim A. Sorokints
writings were considered as part

o~

the' contemporary theory class •

At the same time a growing interest :in David Riesman's
C£OJ~3was developing.

•
IhI

Lonely

Riesman's acknowledgements ot Erich Fromm's

work led to a study of Fromm's writings.

All these divergent in-

terests and influence. were unified and the central problem of
the thesis evolved.

30evid Riesman, t!a ft0n~ WG: A StuQX Sll. lba Qhancing
AieriS:lll Charas:1(et (Newavefi; 19;6).

3
The authors Margaret Mead, Pitirim Sorokin, Erich Fromm and
David Riesman were selected because of their important contributions to their respective fields.

They presented a typology

of Western man (specifically the American), a timeliness in their
writing, and interest to the researcher.

It is in no way implied

that their typologies are the only possible valid ones in social
science literature.

The intent is to present their viewpoints

and approaches, to compare and to evaluate these briefly, to seek
agreements and disagreements.
Being but a novice in each of these fields is, of course, a

handicap.

It is the researcher's hope that each ot the authors

receives an accurate and worthy presentation.

If this study can,

to some degree, realize Mortimer Adler's suggestions tor "Criticislls of a Book as a Communication ot Knowledge," then this presentation and analYSis may prove ot value to future researchers:
1. Do not begin criticism untIl' you have completed •
analysIs and interpretation •. (Db not say you agree,
d1sagree, or suspend judgment until you can say, "I
understand.")

2. Do not d1sagree disputat10usly or content1ously.

3. Respect the d1tterenee between knowledge and

i

opinion, y having reasons tor any critical judgment
you make •
•

4r.ortimer J. Adler t li2I. I.g, llu.!1 A D22k

1940),. p. 267.

(New York,

4

Chapter Ereyie,s.

An additional factor prompting the choice

of the four authors is their use ot "ideal types" to depict their
structure ot social character.

Max Weber 1s very frequently men-

tioned for his use ot "ideal types" in his writing, but the device is as old as Aristotle.

The philosopher described the youth-

ful type ot character, of elderly men and men in their prime in
r::

his Rhetorig.·· In effect, the authors to be discussed in this
thesis are using "ideal types" in a similiar manner to present
and analyze the American social character.
Chapter One has been devoted to a presentation of the problem, background material and method.

In chapter Two Pitirim

Sorokln's Sensate, Ideational and Idealistic cultures are illustrated.

Margaret M:ead demonstrates the methods ot anthropology,

ot Freudian psychology and the American emphas.is on success in
Chapter Three.

Man's use ot

freedQ~,

the economic man, aloneness,

and socialism are some ot the problems discussed in Chapter Four
which is based on the writings or Erich Fromm.

Chapter F1ve is

pr1marily a consideration or David Riesmants tradition-directed,
,;1 Rr::C t;E,{

1nner-direoted and other"men; it also includes an evaluat10n ot
Mr. Rissman's suggestions tor autonomy through leisure.

~Aristotle, Rhetoric and PoetiCS, trans. W Rhys Roberts
and Ingram Bywater. (New YOrk, 19c;'4), pp. 122-126.

~

The chapters on Sorokin, Mead, Fromm and Riesman include indiVidual summaries and evaluations ot their work.

In Chapter

Six a comparison ot some of the salient aspects ot their work is
undertaken; several corresponding areas ot research are also mentioned and positive contributions ot the tour authors are listed.

6

CHAPTER II
PITIRIM A. SOROKIN
We are seemingly between two epochs: the dying
Sensate culture of our magnificent yesterday and the
coming Ideational culture of the creative tomorrow.
We are living, thinking, and acting at the end of a
brilliant six hundred-year-long Sensate day. The
oblique rays of the sun still illumine the glory
of the passing epoch. But the light is fading, and
in the deepening shadows it becomes more and more
difficult to see clearly and to orient ourselves
safely in the contusions of the twilight. The
night of the transitory period begins to loom before
us, with its nightmares frightening shadows, and
heartrending horrors. Beyond it, however, the dawn
ot a new great Ideational culture is probably waiting
to greet the men of the future.

In! Ptobltm• Between 1937 and 1941 the four volumes ot
~QQiil

An4 Cyltutal Dynamigs by Pitirim A. Sorokin were published.

They represent meticulous study by Sorokin and twenty collaborators on cultural change and fluctuation.

Though the main em-

phasis ot the work is on changes alld, ,fluctuations in the.. Ideation~

a1, Idealistic and Sensate cultures,' it may also ve viewed from

a psyehological and an objective aspect.

ttConsidered objectively,

these volumes are an investigation of the nature
dynamics of integrated culture:

~

change, the

its types its processes, its

trends, fluctuations, rhythms, tempos.n 2 The scope of study is
1

Pitirim A. Sorokin, SOCii! and C*lturat ~vnamics '. (New York,
~3~. A biographic~ sketc of P trim SoroKin and an
eleven point outline of ~o~ial ~ Cultural Dynamics is contained
in the appendix. Subsequent footnotes concerning this work will
be distlnqulshed by citing volume number; the title will not be

1937), III,
repe~ted.

Ibld.,I,x.
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very broad, intending to cover not only one specific country, but

rather e eomprehensive view of Western culture.

From a psycho-

logical aspect, it 1s Borok1n's attempt to understand contemporary culture and society.3
Through empirical research and logical analysis, fluctuation
1s the forms ot art, systems ot truth, knowledge, ethics, law,

social relationships, war and revolution are studied.

Included

also is the bearer of culture, the smallest individual culture,
the perlon and the personallty he mlnltests. 4 These tactors are
illustrated in each distinct cultural system considered by
Sorokin and called Idealistio, Ideational and Sensate cultures.
It,

however, a culture shows a conslderable mixture without a

dominant trait, it i8 classified as a mlxed culture.
Methgd.:

LogiCR-MeanlngfUl an4

Qau.a~-Func~ional.

The

method of his researoh lnvolves not only a systematic gathering
3,W.4.

4Pltirim A. Sorokin, SOCiety, cu*t~f' an£ Plr,ontlitx (New
York, 1947), p. 714. "Personality," de ned by orok n, "is a
microeosm retlecting the soe!"eultut"al macrooosm wherein the ind1v1dual 1s born and llves.Jentionlng the intluenee of oultural
and biological propertIe., Sorakin comments: "The lite of an individual is a great drama determined first by his social universe
and them by the biological properties of his organism. Even before the organism is born, the sociocultural universe begins to
influence and to determine the propertIes of the organIsm and it
relentlessly maintains thIs molding process till the individual's
death and beyond."

8
ot tacts, but also the development ot a logical thought pattern

whicb uniti.s and connects the many empirical facts into an understandable 1dea.~ Sorokin calls his method ot study "10g100meaningful" combined with the "causal-functional." "It lives full
freedom to 10lical thought generalizing and analytical - and, at
the same time it tests its deduetioftS induct1vely by the relevant
empirical tacta. n6
ttCausal-functional" implies relationshlp, interdependence
and unity ot the individual cultural el••ents.

There i8 a

bination ot the various elements Into one causal unit.

c~

Sorokin

relates how this relationshlp between Various cultural parts 1.
establlshedl .
Simply stated, they consist chietly ot the tangible,
noticeable, testitiable, direct interdependence
{nutual or one slded) ot the varlables or part. upon
one another and upon the whole sy.tem. It variation
A is always followed by J (under t.he same conditions
in a large enouah number ot c~8e. so that mere chance
is .liminated), w. say that thel ar. functionally ,
related. Thi. m.ans that any c~tur.l synthesIs is
c:: .

p.

·Nicholas S. Timashett, SAA1fl,Qtisu,l, theorY (Ne. York 19;;),
231. "Although Sopokin strong ysacpees with the pretenSions

of the extreme exponents or quantitativi.m in 80ci010l1', he makes
abundant use of quantitative methods. Thus, In order to establis
the style of a particular sociocultural subsystem, fop instanee,
PhilOSO Ptly he eomputes lists ot those cultural phenomena which
most olear l y manitest the subsystem (In ooncrete case, the works
of the philosophers ot the time) distributes each item among the
three majnr types ot culture and ascribes to each a weight (depending on the number ot philosophers' tollowers, later editions
and translations and other objective criteria)."
'sorokln, I, xi.

9

to be regarded as functional, when, on the one
hand, the elimination of one of' its important
elements perceptibly influences the rest ot the
synthesis in its functions (end usually in its
structure), and when on the other hand, the
separate element, beIng transposed to a quite
dltterent combination, either cannot exi.t in It
or has to undergo , profound modificatlon to become a part ot it.
The "logico-meaningtul tt method denotes a search f'or the
prime reason or main Idea whioh embraoe. a given culture.

Both

the causal-tunotional It and ttlogico-meaningtul If methods seek an
ordering of elements.

The tormer oonsider. the unity of re-

lationship in various elements; the latter, a oentral prinoiple
consistent in the parts. 8 In a book review of the first three
volumes of 82;11. &D4

C~tyr.~

DYnamiq., Robert E. Park inter-

prets Borokin's method and writel:
The so oalled logico-meaningful analysi8 and interpretation ot oultural phenomena i . based on the
assumption that a culture, at least en integrated
culture, is not merel,. a "eauaal... tunetional" but an
intelligible unit,.. It can be 'interpreted like a '
historical document, it ,ains sense and meaning only
as it 1s so interpreted. "For the investigator or an
integrated .yste. ot Culture, the 1nternal aspect,
the meaning 1s paramount. It determines which of the
,enerally existing phenomena - and 1n what sense and
to What extent ... becomes part of the system."9

'7a1J1. t

11)' •

8,lW., 23-

() Robert E. Park, tt~~;~! .I.Wl QuJ:tyrnl Dmftmitl, Volumes
I, II, III," Ameriganl Slt. 50C40190:, 3 ,March 1938),
828.

10

In describing the most essential element in the "logieomeanlngful ll method Sorck1n writes:
The essence of the log1co-meaningful method ot
cognition Is, as has already been mentioned, 1n
the finding of the central principle (the "reason")
which permeates all the components, gives sense and
signiflcance to each or them and in this way makes
cosmos of a chaos ot uninte,rated tragments •••
F1nally, 1n the study of logico-mean1ngtul
relationships, the proper method is neither a mere
concrete descript10n nor a causal formula but the
appropriate unification of the fragments Into a whole
according to their logieal s1gnificance or their
logical belonginl. 10
To illustrate the method, two hypothetical cultural settings
may serve as examples.

Each culture contains many varied element

but gives evidence of one predominant thought.

In one culture,

the true or ultimate reality 1s super sensory.

Reality detected

by sense organs is illusory.

The second culture produces ,the con-

trary thought, namely, all reality 1s sensory.
is considerably integrated, then

a~~~ries

If each culture

of logical deductions
"

demonstrates the characteristics ot 'he dominant current in the

culture.l~he culture. in the following examples are ot the Ideational and Sensate types:
first Qultgrl (ldlational): Dominance of Rat1onalism,
Mystlcism, Ideallsm, Eternallsm, Indetermin1sm, Realism,
Sociological Universalism, The Conception of Corporation
or Juridical Personality as 8 Primary Reality, Ethics
of Absolute Principles, Few Discoveries in the Natural
Sciences and Few Inventions, Statlc Character of Social
lOsorokin, I, 32.
11

lW.,33.

11

Life with a Slow Rate of Change, Ideational
style of Painting, t'Sor! pture'l as the fieln Form of
Literature, Pure or Diluted Theocracy, "Exp1ation"
as the Basic Principle of Punishment and of Crimlne.l
L9\'9.

SetRnd CYltYl, (sen,!t,): Dominance of Empiricism,
iLaer1allsm emporaism, Determinism, Nominalism,
Sociologieai Singular1sm, The Conceptlon ot Corporation
or Juridical Personality as an Expedient Fict1on,
Ethics of Happiness (Hedonism, Utilitarianism,
gudaemon1sm), Many Discoveries and Inventions,
Dynamic Character ot Social L1te with a Rapid Rate
ot Change, Visual Style ot Paintinil Secular RealIsm
and Naturalism 1n Literature, with ~ensualism and
even Sexual1sm, Pure or Diluted Secular Power. "Adjustment tt Re-education M1xed with Extermination
the
nUnadjusted n and nSocially Dangerous" Persons. 2

Of

~ Int'rlC~iOQ

At

r'tlon.li$r, Culturl ID4 S9CiOtx.

The

development at a culture mentality is not a direct transferral
of characteristics trom culture to person or person to culture.
There is rather

8

three-told interactIon which occurs.

Th!s

interaction is between the personality, society and culture.
Pitirlm Sorokin writes:
Personality Culture and Society are an inseparable
trio with (i) personality as the subject of interaction,
(2) society as the totalIty ot interacting personalities
with their sociocultural relationships and processes,
and (3) culture as the totality at the meanings, values
and norms posse.led by the interacting persons and the
totality of the vehieles W~!Ch objectify, socialise,
and eonvey these meanings. ~.

9. Timash.ff comments that although Sorokin stresses the

the influence at sociocultural environment on personality it is
l2l.l21;l.

l3Sorokin, Soci,ty, Cyltyrg ~ Personality, p. 63.

12

not a one-sided sociologistic explanation; the three-told influence of society, culture a.nd personality are interdependent
and interacting. l4
~~

Ideal Types.

The cultural systems presented by

Sorokin are not intended to deny the existence or use of other
classifications.

The Ideational, Idealistic and Sensate types

are not to be found in pure form but 8.re ideal types developed
for th@ purpose of' analysis and comparison.

The ideal type shows

the predominant culture mentAlity ot a given culture or person....
ality.

Actually, no culture or personality is completely aes-

thetic or sensual but :l.neludes some characteristics of' an opposite
or contradictory nature.

The appearance of these conditions does

not, however, discount the existence or use of ideal types as a
valid type of researeh although the pure can not be empirically
demonstrated.

It is Sorok1n'g aim to classify typical dominant

traits for later comparison:
In the present work we propose at first to deal
with the characteristics of each form of culture
mentality taken in pure torm, regardless of whether
or not it 1s ever found pure empirieally_ In other
words we are going to typify eaoh, and thus set
1
up criteria tor later e~mparison and differentiation. ~
Personality, society and culture are interacting in each
type of culture class1fied

by

Sorckin.

But the result of this

interaction varies in the development of a dominant personality
14Timashetf, 800t210110ll Theorx, p. 236.

l~Sorokin, I, '19.

13
type.

If a culture 1s Sensate, the individuals who live, act,

work and play under its influences will be influenced end molded
by it.

Religious beliefs, philosophies, science, taste, morals,

ideals: collectively and singularly help form a way of life.

Like-

wise, Ideational culture will have a corresponding effect upon

its members who have been exposed only to that mode of living.
observing this condition, Sorokin comments:
Other condItions being equal l (1) the mentality
ot a person will be clearly ldeetional if he has had
a contact only with the pure Ideational culture.
The same is true with regard to the Sensate Culture.
(2) The mentality of a person will be Mixed it he
has been in contact with different types of culture.
The mixture will represent a combination of the
elements of the various cultures involved. (3) The
mentality of a person will be unintegrated, tor
instance pseudo-Ideational, it he has been associated
with only an unintegrated, or with a multitude ot
different cultures of contradictory character.
An exception to thIs rule is provIded by the comparatively rare case whr~e a syntheSiS is achieved of
Various elements...
.
~

..

Components ot thought and mean1ng in culture systems may be
considered from two aspects, one internal and the other external.
Ideas, thoughts, feelings, emotion.s and related inner experience
represent the internal; while objects, events and occurences
compose the external.

It 1s the internal values and meanings
which are expressed as external in a cUlture. 17
The internsl

~eanings

16I214 ., III, ~lO.

17Ibld., I,

~~.

of a culture are of far greater

14

importance, tor they have a more direct relation to the "culture

mentallty."l~hUS the type. and kinds or art, buildings, and
music are external rae tors whlch take their torm as expressIons

ot the internal norms present in a culture.

In an Ideational oulture mentality, the externalexpresslon
of the interior mentality would be tound in the dominance ot religious art and sculpture, music, ethical norms and philosophy
based on ultimate spirItual values.

On the other hand, secular

art and music, materialistic and hedoni.tio ethical forms are
tound 1n Sensate culture.

The 1oglco-meanin,tul method used In

hi. study 1s not a new method acoording to Sorok1n but hes been
used consciou.ly or unconsciously by some ot the great social
thinkers.

Sorokln includes Plato, Aristotle, St. Thomas Aquina.,

Albertul Malnu., Spencer, Comte, Durkbeim and Pareto in hi. list1ng. 19
§,PSAje, CulJ;J6l'.

Entering the "orld ot Sensate cul'ture one

Is engulted 1n a maze ot activity.

The a1m of this activity seems

to be pleasure, a quest to satiate needs that are primarlly material.

The people act In noiSY, extrovert tashion; but the

activity 1s ditferentiated by three types ot Sensate personalitys
one Active, the second Passive and the third Cynical.

Professor

Sorokin comments:
l8llUJi. ~he term culture mentality 18 used to denote the
inner experience ot mind, values And meAnings 1" a culture."

19.Th1.g .. , 38.

For him (th. Sensat. type ot personality) reality
and values are sensory and largely material; the
transc.nd.ntal h. does not recogniz.. He expands
his sensory needs as much QS possible and does not
strive to develop spiritual ne.ds. He seeks to
satisty his sensory needs through an energetic
modification ot bis impirieal environment; 1t b.
is of the passive type, he spends his life in
snatchin, the maximum ot sensory pleasure according
to the "Wine, women and song" tormula. The active
sensate person is a tighter .gainst nature, against
human beings, against anything or anYb~gy that hinders
the sati8tae~ion ot his sensory n••ds.
Sensate society s ••ks a multitude of obj.cts to
satisty needs and increase enjoym.nt.

Material wealth brings

witb it the comtort and prestige d.sir.d and tak.s a prominent
posit1on ot valu..

Sorokin uk.s sp.cial empha.is ot its 1mpor-

tanee and writesa
Ot a .pecial importanc. in sucb a stat. ot soci.ty
1s the search tor material objects wh1ch under the
circumatanc.s are particularly etficient in bringinl
satistactlon. As one ot the most e,tticient means has
always b.en material ••alth, in a Sensate sooiety
it is the alpba and omega of Q~tort, ot the satistaction ot all d.slr.s, or pow'F, prestlg., tame, •
happin.ss. With it everythlng can be boUCht, everything can be sold, everythlnc can be ,ratitied. Theretore It Is quite oomprehensible that the striving tor
wealth 1s ineVitably one ot the maln aetlvltles ot
such a culture, that wealth 1s the standard by which
almost all oth.r values are judl.d, that it Is, in
tact, the supreme value ot vs.lues. Peouniary value
thus becomes the measuring stick
se1entit1c,
artistiC, moral and other valu••• 2

Of

Qualities Q!

~ SIDS'~' Moral~.

Introspection is not

20Soro k:in, Sgs;ietv, Culturl IllSl fltlOnalitx, p. 634.

21So~okin, I, 9~.
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otten attempted

by

the Sensate person, tor his guide and norma

to 11v1.ng are not within but outside ot himselt.

Truth and ethiea

are not based up upon a divine or natural law but are relative.
Adjustment and readjustment become hallmarks ot Sensate lite, tor
nothing 1s permanent or lasting.

There are three chiet qualities

that depict the Sensate moral code:
It chooses and emphasizes predominately the sensate,
empirical, material values •••
The second characteristic ot the moral systems
of a Sensate culture type is that they are never
absolute, but are always relativistic, varying
aecording to eircumstances and stations •••
The third quality ot the Sensate code is that it
has little to do with any transcendental or supersensory
values, and either mocks at such values, ignores them,
or mentions them only to repudiate them and to bolster
up its own principles. 22
Freedom trom a binding universal code becomes essential. Tha
which is useful to the person is good, and the good 1s determined
by the amount ot derived pleasure.

Sculpture, painting, music
~

.

.

are also considered trom this standpoint ot utility.

with un-

limited treedom a search tor means to satisty material needs can
be persued.

But this becomes a constant, untultilled search, tor

the means are continuously changing as i. the Sensate value syste

1bA

Aq~'y.

§ensat. lIDI. To poss.ss an Active Sensate men-

tality implie. the desire tor practical, userul activity.

It

seeks to change or modify existing environment to more suitable
media tor satistaction.

Although successful 1n his endeavors,
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each now development necessitates a correspond1ng adjustment to
the n$W environment.

This new environment is not, however,

pe~

ll'lanently satistying and so a new challenge to ehange oceurs. This
new challenge, 1n turn, is met and conquered.

The result is a

cyole or adjustment, change and readjustment.

Borakin wr1tes

that "incessant change ot the emrirical real1ty toroes them to
do this endless work ot Sisyphus; their incessant readjustment
1n turn changes incessantly their milieu, and thus oompels them
to the

unceas~nl

task ot readjusting their preceedlng readjust-

ments." 23
It is Borokin's contention that the Aetive Sensate mentalIty
pervades our contemporary culture and he lives this description:
We tind it in the behavior ot most of the seeular
"executives" ot history, be they great rulers,
conquerors, organ1zers ot political and business empires,
eftieient rebels a,ainst various "spiritual" limitations
and bonds. It is very widely spread, espeoially now,
among businessmen, energetic protes.ionals, seientists,
scholars, laborers, "practlcal".minlsters of the •
liberal "Social Gospel" - especially revolutionaries,
and all those human groups whieh seek a "full, rich,
beautiful, and active lire"; who enjoy overcoming
obstaclesot an empirical nature, ot transforming
the environment 1n all its aspects; who enjoy and seek
power over inorganio, organie, and psyehosocial Nature;
who delight in taming rivers, cutt1ng canals, turn in,
wilderness into civilIzation hunting, breed!n, ,
ehanging or exterminating animal and plant organlsms,
ereat!ng artistIc, scientific, or other sensate values,
tighting for political position, for superiority, tame'2
glory, wealth, comtort, and other values of this world. 4
23 n ..... A

~.,

81

.

24 Ib1d ., 139-140.
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Such interest in material improvements prompts investigations in the natural soiences, culminating in discoveries
inventions which hasten or help external moditication.

fmd

With

great stress placed upon the present, little consideration to
ultimate values is given.
pleasure.

The moment must be useful in bringing

de i8 truly an Epicurean, receiving and using what-

ever people, tood, and entertainment may contribute to satisty
material needs.

He funotions as a selt-sufticient being, that

i~

one who does not require assistance trom supernatural agencies.
As the Active Sensate Personality was engaged in modifying
or changing empirical reality, the Passive Sensate personality
makes a less direct contribution to society; his actions are oonsiderably more toward accepting beneticial result of others'
work.

The Cynical Sensate personality does not vary greatly

tram the Passive type 1n attempting to satisty needs.
various roles, opinions and
suit the moment.

beliets~are

However,

adopted and chatlged to

A true self is not present but rather a tech2c;'

nlque 1s used to mask real traits. .
IdeatIonal Persona11tx.

The Ideational personality ex-

presses a longing tor ultimate, everlasting, immortal values.
As the Sensate personality is absorbed by material reality, the
Ideationalist is w1th the immaterial.

"Sensory reality i8 re-

garded either as an illus10n or 88 a low grade or negative

pseudo realIty.

He overestimates spiritual needs and values

19

and underestimates sensory needs and values.,,26
;>lr)t

being preoccupied with sensory needs, his efforts

thought can be directed toward the spiritual.

~nd

As a contempla-

tive, his relation to material values and goals 1s a negatIon
or simple toleration.

Wealth and material goods are either

denied or used and accepted passively.

Professor Sorokin com-

ments:
He 1s preoecupied primarily with the inner,
mystical, supersensory and superrational world.
He contemplates the eternal, unchangeable Be!ng as
the true realIty or value, change and becoming
27
being eonsidered as either unreal or unimportant.

If the Ideationalist seeks to modify conditions of' the
world, it is not in an external rashion as the Sensate personal!ty.

His would be a modif.ication ot thought or spirit, for

the constant necessity to ohange material condItIons is absent
trom his lIte.

lor,.

~

AD4

ValUlS.

The Ideatlonalist t s moral code and

value. are ot an absolute nature.

They are fixed and permanent

standards, ever present, unchanging and consistently followed.
Interest in the natural seiences wanes during periods ot Ideational eulture, but the study of phIlosophy and theology increases. 28
Unlike the Sensate personality, he w111 not extend any

26MSorokln, Sooiety Culture and Personality, p. 663.
2/;IJ:d.d

28sorc;k1n, I, 89-90.

-

special effort to change external reality.
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But it his main

values are disturbed or violeted, much energy would be exerted
to def'3nd a.nd keep the Ideational mode of living.
~istoricallY,

the character or the Ascetic Ideatlonalist

has been demonstrated "by the almost miraculous repression ot
vital needs in the asceticism of Hindus, Buddhists, Tacists,
Christians, Halnlsts, Sullsts, not to mention the numberless
ascetics atriliated wlth smaller sects. n29
Activity ot the Ideatlonallst 1s direoted toward the inner
selt, its discovery and modification.

It an improvement or

modification should be made it 1s ot a spirt tual nature in
anee with an absolute ethical norm.

a·~eord

This 1s 1n contrast to Sen-

sate activity which 1s directed to a modIf1cat1on or change 1n
9xIsting mater1al real1ty.
Also in harmony with the Ideational mentality 1s the Active
Ideationalist who manifests some 1nterest in the external
world
•
~

and its values, but these worldly considerations are subordinated
and considered in relation to ultimate values and not for themselves. 30
Idll11stlg PersoQality.

The crux of Idealistic mentality

cons1sts 1n proper balance and perspective.
cult state to achieve, for the
29 Th "':4

~.,

Ide~list

It 1s a most diffi-

strives to adopt certain

ohttraoterlst1c.

or

21

Ideational and Sensate eultul'ee.

Though

difficult, considerable success is achieved when the highest
c;f the Sensate and less extreme charaetertstics of the
Idaationalist are combined. 31

trait~;

When the Sensate and Ideatio'1s1 qualities are blended, both
a spiritual and empirical view of reality oceur.

The Idealistic

person attempts to modify his own personal needs but strives to
make the necessary material changes in the external milieu.
Ascetic and soc1al systems of ultimate and transitory value.
appear in this culture but the Ideational values ara supreme.
Professor Sorok!n writes:
Each ot them it views as real as a mode or aspect ot
the supreme reality. Its taee is simultaneously
otherworldly and ot this world. Recognizing the
Ideational values 8S supreme, it does not declare
the Sensate world a mere illusion or ot negative
value; on the contrary, as far as the Sensate is
1n harw~ny with the Ideational, it possesses positive
value • .3
Professor Sorokin's classifications of historical personages
such as Dante, Queen Victoria, and Julius Caesar illustrate his
system of Sensate, Ideational and Mixed mentalities. Sorokin

writes:
Nobody would contend that Alexander Borgia, or Louis
XIV, ,~r Julius Caesar, or Napoleon, or Catherine the
Great were ascettc, nonsenauel, or Ideational 1n
their conduct and personality. Llkewlse t nobody would
plp~e tn the Sensate class St. Francis or Assisi, or
3lSorok!n, Sgc!,tx Qyltutt An4 fersgnal1tx, p. 634.

32Sorokin, I,

7;.
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Pochomius the Great, or Diogenes the Cynic, or such
popes as Gregory I and St. Celestine. Simllerly,
~~ ~h~storlan would place Plato, or Aristotle, ~;
33
D~,LtE"
or Queen Victoria in any class but the .LX..:-d.
0"

l1.'.

SUlllilll:i,ll

A.rul Evalua1;ion.

Sorokin in Social

~

The objectives undertaken

by

Pi tir:tm

Cyltural Drnamics are two fold: 1) to in..

vestfgRte the nature of change, the fluctuatiorts and dynamics
of' en l.ntegrated culture; 2) to understand contemporary society.
Methods of empirical research and logical analysis are
combined to provide a system in which facts are gathered and
grouped into understandable whole units.

This method according

to Sorokin has been used by such scholars as Aristotle, Plato,
Spencer, Comte and Pareto; it is called by Sorokin the "logicomeaningful and causal-tunctional" method.
Development of a culture mentality (personality) is not a
direct formative relationship between a given culture and ind1viduals who might absorb and reflect that culture.
an interaction of personality,

-

It is through

,

cultur~,

and society thaf a speci-

fic culture mentality develops.

By using "ideal types" to depict cultures, societies and
ind1viduals, an analysis and comparison of each dominant type can
be attempted.
use of

ot~er

Sorokin's typology is not intended to exclude the
systems.

It 1s, however, a very broad one covering

a twanty-five-hundred-year period.
Professor Sorokin ela.ss1f1es culture and the relul t1ng

33Sorokin, III, 51 6 •

-culture mentality into three "ideal types", namely, Sensate,
Ideationr.~l

a.nd Idealistic.

23

A subdivision is made into these

distinct categories:

IDEALISTIC

I DEAl: I QNf\L
a)

Ascetic

b)

PRssive

b) Active

~)

Cynical

e)

Psaudo-

It is Horoldn t s contention that Western ma.n and culture

are in a declining Sensate period which will probably be followed
by

a period of.:Jeational eulture.

Sensate values are pre-

dominately empirical, material, relative end changing.

Ul.tlmate
.. r

or absolute values a.re ignored or disregarded.
The Active Sensate type constantly seeks to change and modi
existing material milieu.

On the other hand, the Passive Sensate

type aecerts the changes others provide but does not energetically engage in bringing about innovation.

A thlr1 type, the

Cynical Sensate, char.ges opinions aIl4 beliefs to suit tf'le moment.

To know and perfect the self, to purify the spirit--these
are two dominant Ideational traits.

The moral code of' this

culture 1s permanent and directed toward absolute ethical norms.
Finally, the Idealistic culture and mentality adopts the
h1ghest Sensate values and blends them with those of IduRtlonal-

1st culture.

The two sets of values then become complementary

but Sensate values are subordinate to Ideational norms.
The magnitude and enormity ot research in diversified fields

ot knowledge leads one to concur with a statement made by Cicero

1n "The

~hBr80ter

of the Orator":
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"My own privete opinion is,

that no one can be a real orator in the full sense of the work
unless ;u:!! :'irst Rcquires a knowledge of 011 the great
of hur::l:::m

subjer~ts

study ••• " Sorokin illustrates this Same need and :nakes

it applicable to the sooial scientist in Social

~

CultQfGt

PIQam ics,.
Sorok1n's work does not suffer from the l1.mitations of'
singular analytioal conoepts (suoh as will be seen in Margaret
Mead's overemphasis on the "suceess" faotor and Freudien psychological orientation) but transcen.ds suoh limiting oon.dltions.

The fliogieo-meaningful" method, however, does offer diffioulty,
tor at times it seems to lend itself to an intuitive proeess
which blends individual cultural elements into understandable
whole units.
Sorokin's aims to understand and investigate cultural dyna-

mies have been achieved tor the mo.t .part
in his §2g1al
.

.Jn4

~

9ul~yrel

Pym!.I;I. Some critics no 'doubt would seriously contend

this statement and a review of comments and criticisms of Profeesor Borokin's works should place his endeavors in a clearer
perspective.

H,Ylewlu& ~ a,vielerl. In an article published by
forotl, A. E. Tibbs found that appraisal ot Sorokin tends

~Q~igl

to be

either sharply critical or laudetory.34 In some instances Sorokin

34~~lt bbs, .~. E. "Book Reviews of ~ge1al AWl Qql.tYrgl D;ynam1gs,
21 (May 1943), 473-4 o.

dQg11~ l~t~~§,

has been compared to Augustine and Plato;

2,
he has been criticized

for "personal prejudices and the subjec ti vi ty of his value judgments," and on some aspects of the logico-meaningf'ul method.
On the other hand. he has been considered first rank among the
analytical sociologists by Nicholas S. Tlmashefr. 3 ' Paul Hanley
Furreyand Jacques J. Maquet view his work in a complimentary
fashion.
Reviewing The Cris!s Q!

~ AKi. 36 Harry Elmer Barnes

compliments Sorokin but notes an intensity of prejudice in
Sorokints worke (The Crisis Of Our Age is a single volume
popularization of Sorokin's four volume work and necessarily
must limit documentation.

It is helpful to keep this in mind

when reading Professor Barnes· comments.)
Suffice it to say that Professor Sorokin's
learning is only matched by the intensity ot his
personal prejudices and the subjectivity of his
value judgments.
It has been sUIgested that the role of Professor Sorokin can best be under.stood by regarding him as the St. August1neof~contemporary
.80cio10gy. There is much truth in this appraisal.
and in many ways it is a tribute to Professor
Sorokin's genius.37

35
36Timasheff. ~oc10logicAl ~. p. 231.
37Pltirlm Sorokln. The Crt§!! Qt Qyt A&2 (New York,l94l).
Harry Elmer Barnes, HIM Cr1sl! S/.t.. .Qy,t W" I American
Journal of Sociology, Vol.lq {May.1942j. 996.
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Hans Speier has written of Sorokin in a book edited by
Harry Elmer Barnes in which Speier discusses Sorokin's
objectivity and the resemblance of Professor Sorokin's ideas to
Saint Augustine's.

In effect, Speier's work, it seems, reflects

the opinion of editor Barnes.

Of the similarity in the work of

Augustine and Sorokin,
Speier writes:
In the fourteenth book of Augustine's Civitas

M. we read: ttEpicurean philosophers lived after the

flesh because they placed man's highest good in
bodily pleasure; and ••• those others do so who have
been of opinion that in some form or other bodily
good is man's supreme good." According to Augus tine,
the next higher level of life is represented by the
Stoics, "who place the supreme good of man in the
soul." Since "both the soul and the flesh, the component
parts of man, can be used to signify the whole man."
both Epicureans and Stoics (and Platonists) live
according to reason, if reason can be divorced from
faith. Only the Christian, in his faith, lives according
to God •••
Sorokinfs basic distinction b~tween "sensate,"
"idealistic, II and Uideational"i. bears more than a faint
resemblance to the ideas express:ed in this quotation
from Augustine. Sorokin's basic philosophy may be
regarded as a modern vulgarization of early Christian
thinking. The distinction between senses, reason,
and faith is retained as a universal principle of
division of the type~80f men, cultures, and "systems"
within each culture.j

Hans Speier, fI~ Sociological ldeas sll: fi ti;r;~!!1
Alexandrovitch Sorokin: Integra11st Soc1010gy,'
An lntroductiO 12 the History sll: Sociology, Ed. Harry
Elmer Barnes, New York,1948) , p. 894-895.

r
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According to Hans Speier.
tis.

30rokin'~

work gives

~vldence

of

struggle in the author's soul between political passion and

'scientific objectivity,- being an ideal too often proclaimed
by those who fail to be inspired by anythillg.,,39 Speier doubts

whether object.ivity prevails, and notes Max Weber's description
of the use of value judgments in sociology.

;3peier asserts,

One may justly doubt whether, in Sorokln's
publlcation$, this struggle is always resolved in
favor of objectivity. Those who disagree with his
valuations and preferenc~s Will, indeed, be inclined
to deny most Vigorously that it is so resolved.
Some critics have contended that Sorokin's sociological \vTitlngs are a. long B,nd elaborate---almost
classic---demonstration of the validity of Max Weber's
contention that the interjection or t·value judgmen.ts"
vitia.tos soc1010gy as an objective socia.l science/tO
Two important value judgments have

be~n

made by Pitirim

Sorokin and aret no doubt. evidenced in his writings.
certainly

ua

The first,

struggle in the author's soul" and involving

"political passion tl was Sorokinfg opposition to communism.
F. R. Cowell describes this situatiorl:
He was, he says, born and reared within the
lowest classes in Russia, an "ethnic mongrel U in
Nazi eyes, subsequently passing through various
strata of the Russian social pyramid from the status
of poor peasant and itinerant worker to the position
of Professor of Law and Sociology 1n the University
of St. Petersburg. During his career in Russia he

39lRJJ!., p. 890.
40 Ibid •
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was thrice imprisoned for his opposition to the
Tsarist regime and twice by the Communists, by whom
he was condemned to death. In the interval between
those events he had been Kerensky's private secretary,
editor-in-chief of a metropolitan newspaper, a
fOUnder and member of the All-Russian Peasant Soviet.
member of the Council of the Russian Republic and
Constitutional Assembly. all before his thirty-fourth
year.
Banished in 1922 he wont to Berlin and Pragu~t
and later to the United states, where he became
ProfessPl" of 50c101011 in tho University of Minnesota

(1924).'+1

4
1 .• sto • C1v~lization ~' ~1turel
R. Cowell.
An !ftrodu~tion .t2 the ~is or'cal~ ~oc1a~PGi~osopijy
Q1 tIr!iij A. Soro)t D. cs .. on. 1 52, p.6.

Bans Speier refers to Max Weber's iUo8.S on the ~se of
value judgments. Max Weber. as Sorokin. had a two-fold Interest,
tha.t of tht;! scholar and that of the active politician. lIFor many
years he (Max Weber) was on terms of intimacy with politically
important persons, and gave them considerable advice behind the
scenes. He was among the first to develop strong opposition to
the regime of irji.lhelm II. During the war he submitted several
memor~la. to the government.
He was a member ot the Commission
which lirew up the memorandum on German war guilt tor the Peace
Conference.·t From Max Weber, Ape ~he~ pf. SOCial !Y.l.4. J3i.cofomiC
Qrg~l9l!tionl trans. A. M. Hend,;:osAA...
Ta.lcott Parsons, New
Yor ..1 1) th , . .
•
The following is a brief analysis of Webel' t s views on
value judgments: "Weber distingUishes ca.refully between
determination of scientific interest, tr~ough value relevance
(and thus on the immediate objects of scientific study, the
hi3torical individuals) ani the exercise of value judgments.
Value judgments can not claim the objective vnlidity of science.
and science must. as a methodological ideal. be kept l'roe from
them. Even though a value element enters into the selection ot
the material of science. once this material is given it is impossible to come to objectively valid conclusions about the
causes and consequences of given phenomena freeot value Judgments and hence birullng on anyone who wishes to attain truth
regardless of what other subjective values he may hold. 1t

lliS,., p. 88.
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Speier seems not to recognize that some of his own value
judgments are showing when he declares ttSorokin's experiences
during the Russian revolution exert a profound influence on his
political attitude

on his social theories.

and

His hatred

of communism. many of his antiprogressive and reactionary
political opinions and his rejection of the ideas of modern
Western civIlization as a whole may be traced to this period
of his 11fe. " l.t·2 Speier continues. saying that "we have tried
to indicate how all 30rokin's major writ1ngs are the expression
of a personality with firm convictions, convictions of a kind
t,)

which are not too popular in modern democracy." r

If Hnns Spoier's pronouncement about unpopular convictions
and criticisms of modern democracy were. as we shall see,
applied to Heaci, Fromm

nnd

Rissman. it is evident that some of

their remarks are also not espeCially complimentary.

Their

remarks do, howevar, challeng.;; a. condlt1~n of' intol1ectu.al,
"

."

spiritual and political lethargy "thich maY'
cracy and in this

03fmSEl

benefiCial service.
need for a forthrIght

prc~y

upon a

d(~nl0-

each \triter p+3rforms un essential and

Bernard Iddings Bell briefly considers the
a~alY3i3

of

Amerlc~~

values in Crgwd

CUltyre when he writes:
The chief threat to America comes from within
America •••

42

43~ar~es. An Introduction ~ ~ Hlstorl

Ibiu. j p-:-890.

£! Sociololl.

p.884.
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It comes from our prevailing self-admiration,
from indisposition to listen to adverse criticism
of our way of life, disinclination to see ourselves
as we are, an unWillingness to confess our sins
which has come dangerously near to being an inability
to see that there are serious faults to admit and
remedy. Most Americans regard an insistence on
national self-criticism as traitorous or near it.
In consequence, our people as a whole, have acquired
and retain a false optimism about the ability of
our way of life to survive and flower. Most of us
have a juvenile trust in the permanence of an America
whose people forget the transitoriness of the immediate
and the superficiality of tho obvious, pay scarcely
more than a polite lip service to what the race
44
has discovered t.o be changeless and humanly necessary.
The second important value judgement evident in Sorokin's
writings is his preference for non-Sensate values, culture and
personality.

If Professor Sorokints rejection of communism

and. of Sensate culture are expressions of "political passion u
and a lack of "scientific objectivity," the present writer views

them as "happy faults."
Robert E. Park calls attention to Professor Sorokintg use
•

of uisms" to describe culture factors" and compares Sorokin'g
three-fold division of truth with Plato's distinctions of the
various sciences.

Concerni~

the use or abuse of Hisms ll in

Sorokin's investigations, Park writes:
One finds in these volumes not merely
isms, like sensualism and spiritualism, or
cubism, futurism - terms which one who has
interested in art is likely to be familiar
other less familiar, like. singularlsm and

44Bernard Iddings Bell, Crgwd Culture
p. 13.

all the
dadism,
ever been
- but
universalism,

(New York,1952).

nuanoes of opinion, it seems, have to be reokoned
with when one seeks to investigate oulture changes
on the higher and more sophisticated levels rather
than on the lover and more primitive on~s, where
culture 1s less oompletely lntegrated. lt .l
The Utruth systems ll of Ideational, Idealistio and Sensate
oultures are then compared with Plato's categories of sOience,
namely, theology, mathematios and empirical scienoe by Robert
E. Park:
Plato distinguished the three categories of
soienoe: (1) theology as the most sublime, which
deals with ultimate and unchangeable reality;
(2) mathematics, a m1xed-empirical-intelligible
torm of knowledge which deals with the mixed-external
and changeable aspects of reality; (3) the most
infarior form of knowledge or tlopinion u - the
empirical soiences which deal, on the basis of the
perception, with a perishable and an ever cl~ging
empirical world of an incessant "corruption and
generation" (11,63). These distinctions seem to
correspond very closely with Professor Sorokin's
three-fold division of the systems of truth,namely,
(1) the truth of faith, (2) the truth of reason, and
(3) the truth of the senses (II chapt.l,l-14). It
is obvious that "faith" or belief. i1reason" or
inSight, and the "truth of thEl :s,enses" or experience
enter as components into every flind of knowledge.~
A pertinent criticism of the "logico-meaningtul" method
is made by Nicholas S. Tlmasherr who writes:
One of the most disappointing aspects or Sorokln t s
methodology 1s lack of precision concerning what be
calls the logico-meaningful method. Insofar as this

31
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method is purely logical it is understan(lable; anu
when art phenomena are compared with each other it
1s perhaps also understandable (thcugh some authorities
dispute this point). But thA correlation ot intellectual and esthetic phenomena raises a serious question.
How can it be firmly established, on the basis of
concomitance in time and space. that certain configurations of intellectual phenomena are "innerly"
or meaningfully integrated with specified configurations
of esthetic phenomena? $orokin's illustrations of
such integration are often quite plausible'Lbut
cogent proof is conspicuous by its absence.~7

As A. E. Tibbs has pointed out, some reviewers of Pitlrim
Sorokin's work have been severely critical, others laudatory.
Paul Furrey notes that " ••• American Sociology possibly sutfers,
as has been remarked,'from an excessive fear of theories, trom a
methodological asceticism.·

There are exceptions, however,

the most prominent perhaps being Pitir1m Sorok1n who developed
what he called the 'logico-meaningful method' for solving the
problems of culture integration." 48
Possibly it is because Sorokin has ventured to offer both
...

•

a theory and method during a period when there appears to be a

ufear of theories" that he is criticized.

Sorokin also approves

of eternal and absolute values, ideas not readily accepted by
soc1al scientists who would base their value systems in "the
shifting sands of a pragma.tic culture."

For his voluminous

wr1tings, his enormous research and trend of his endeavors

New

47T1mashef. "SQ"1010~ ~~oty~ p. 237.
48paul Hanly Furrey J
SS0J2e and Method 2f. Sociologz
York, 1953~,p. 33.
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Toward the study or creative altruism, Pitirim Sorokin is
becoming the Tolstoi of sociololY.
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II.

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF PITIRIM A. SOROKIN
AN ELEVEN POINT OUTLINE OF SOCIAL Am2 CtlL'l'URAL
DYNAMICS WRITTEN BY PITIRIK SORO!!I
I ..
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II
Pitirim A. Sorokin has written a 3ummary of the primary
points of his ,,,ork, which was used by HO\'!ard Becker and Harry
Elmer Barnes in Spcial Thought from

~

to Science.

In the following statement, written especially for
the present chapter, Sorokin has summed up the main
features of his work (here a.nd there we add comment
or explanation in ( ) ),
I.Method. Formulation a.nd application of the
logico-meaningful and casual-functional methods (somewhat akin to Alfred Weber's ideas of understanding,
interpretation, and functional interdepen6.ence. )
'2. l.fain fi8ld of study: Greco-Roman and Western
cultures. during some twenty-five hundred years
(600 B.C. to the present time). with brief excrusions
into Egyptian, Arabic, Hindu, Chinese, and Babylonian
cultures ••• almost all the chapters represent a research
monograph (executed by skilled assistants under the
supervision of the author) in which the specialists in
the respective fields will possibly find a great des,l
that is nevi to them.
.,

3. The cultures studied are found to be tangibly
integrated (logico-meaningfully and functionally),
and each of their compartments is also found to be
integrated, as a system within a system. (This is a
much higher degree of integration than 1s found by
AI:fred Weber.)
4. In the changes traced during the twentyfive hundred years. each current of culture-mentality
undergoes an immanent change, and the phases of the
change are also immanent. But in eYery swing in a
given direction there 1s a limit, after which the
direction of the change reverses •••• This means that
no linearism in any form is found to be valid, and
likewise no Spencerian or other formula of increasing
differentiation and integration. The principle is
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an ever new recurrence of the same patterns: materialismidealism; determininism-tndeterminism; ethics of absolute
principles-ethics of happiness; realism-nominalism;
Ideational art-Visual or Sensate ert; and so on.

5. In these transformations, each current of
culture,being a system, shows a margin of independence
in its movement, but at the same time they change
together, in appreciable degree, where long-time waves
are concerned. In this sense the cultures studied
show themselves notably (but not perfectly) integrated.
6. In the leading and lagging of many cultural
variables there is no uniform sequence; e.g., now
music changes in a certain direction earlier than
painting and sculpture, now it lags somewhat behind
them.

7. All the essential "swings" of the currents
of culture-mentality in each compartment of culture
(science philosophy, religion, art in all forms,
ethics, i aw, aconomic, political, social forms-including disruption of social relationships, war and
revolutions) cannot be understood properly without
consideration of the main types of culture.
Such types the veritable key to the comprehension
of these changes are the types of culture: Ideational,
Sensate, Mixed (of which Mixed forms the Idealistic
is particularly important). When the essentials of
each of these types is properly: understood, then the
main swings in each eompart.ent~or the cultures
•
(Greco-Roman and Western) appear to be but a manifestation of the passage of these cultures from
one of these main phases to another. When culture
passes from, say, Ideational to Sensate form, its
science, philosophy, art, ethics, law, economic, etc.
organization undergo a related change: All move in
the Sensate direction.
8.

Such "swings" the most fundamental of all the
transformations occured several times during the
twenty-five hundred years studied. Greek culture
before the sixth century B.C. appears to be predominately Ideational; with the end of the sixth century
its Ideationalism declines! its Sensate forms appear
and grow. In the fifth ann first part of the fourth
century they give the Idealistic form of Greek
culture (as a harmonious equilibrium of Ideational
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and Sensate elements). Atter the fourth century B.C.
it becomes predominantly Sensate, and with several
complications and minor swings remains so up to
roughly the third century A.D.
Atter the third century Sensate torms detinitely
decline and Ideational torms become dominant and
monopolistic from the sixth century A.D. up to about
the end of the twelfth century. Then Sensate forms
reappear again and mingle with deolining Ideational
forms to give the organic synthesis in the form at the
Idealistic culture of the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries (similar to Greek Idealistic culture ot the
fifth century B.C.). Atter the fifteenth century
up to the present time we witness a rising tide
&nd domination at the Sensate forms. These reached
their climax, up to date, in the nineteenth century.
With the end of the nineteenth and in the twentieth
century all compartments of our culture manifest
unmistakable symptoms ot revolt against the Sensate
forms tram painting and science to economic and
socia! relationships. This unmistakable crisis may
be a short-time reaction or what seems to be more
probable it may be the beginning ot the long-time
decline of our overripe Sensate culture. After the
period of tranSition, it is altogether likely that
a rise ot Ideational forms will occur. As you see,
I am an anti-Spenglerist, and claim the decline of
the Sensate forms of our culture, but not its end or
deeay. (The difference between Spengler and Sorokln
although eVident, does not se~m<to the writers sutficiently great to warrant the u,e ot the prefix "anti-ft.)
9. In the light of this theory all the main
fluctuations of each compartment of the cultures
studied (and I give as complete quantitative-qualitative
material as is available) become comprehensible and
Ulogical." They are all but manifestations ot the
change ot the system of the whole culture, 'somewhat
analogoYI 12 manx anatomIcal, PDysi21ogiqal, And
mgntll I~Sg:~! Whlcb occyr ~ An prganism passes !tQm
JAI, gh _______ 12 mlturitl.~f(ttalics ours; here the
organismic analogy becomes explicit.)
10. In the same way as in this passage a certain
manifestation say, growth ot beard is neither cause
nor effect of other changes (glandular, muscular,
mental), so in the fundamental transformation of
culture from Sensate to Ideational or vice versa,
none of the cultural variables are either causes
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or ~ffects, either leaders, laggar3s, or led. All
are parts of one system that has its own immanent law
and logic of change. (This would seem to imply that
p.ny meest;.re of pre(~lctt0n 8.nd control 11.rhatsoever
is wholly impossible. but perhaps Sorokin does not
intend to draw this radical conclusion.)
II. Even systems of truth &.nd knmvledge, including
so-called science. are but manifestations dependent
on th(~ type of culture. (At this point the crucia.l
question comes to mind that is inevitably addressed
to Spengler: HHOVI then do you know anything a.bout
other cultures and the diverse systems of knowledge
occurring in your own? How do y,:)u know that what
you '3ay is true?" Alfred W·?b~r avoids this difficulty,
it will be recalled .. by asserting the potential
universality of civilizational idean.)

f££m

Howard Deck€,r and Harry E2.mer Barnes, Social Thought
~

1£ Science .. Second Ed. Volume It A History
Man's Id~as about Lit; with ~

~ Interfretatlo~ ~

Fellows J~Jashing~cn, D.C., 1952), pp. 7~}i+- 8~
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CHAPTER III
ANTHROPOLOGY AND AMERICAN SOCIAL CHARACTER ••• MARGARET MEAD

America had entered its second world war within twentythree years when Margaret Mead wrote

~

Keep Your Powder Dry.

As an anthropologist, she had observed six cultures.during the
preceding seventeen years and would now attempt to examine and
evaluate her native American cUlture. 1

Her book is part of a

program of the Council of Intercultural Relations which hoped
to use its systematic interpretations of contemporary cultures
to enkindle the special values of each culture into a world
made new. 2

Although the study of foreign areas is undertaken

in a more dispassionate manner than the study of onets own
culture, Margaret Mead felt that the skill and special discipline
which an anthropologist develops while working in foreign areas
would be advantageous in her appraisal
... of American society.3
The Methods Of Anthropology- Before considering the crux
of Mead's analysis, brief comments will be made upon the
methods of anthropology_

The laboratory for an anthropologist is

not in the classroom, but is primarily the study of primitive

I Margaret Mead,

1942), p. 3.

Allil ~..Ymlr Powder ~ (New York,

2 Ibid., p. VIII.

3Ibid ., pp. 4-5.
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societies.

He is interested in the study of a whole culture,

not a special fragment or facet.

Since a particular aspect

of the culture is not under specific intensified scrutiny,
controlled experimental methods are not employed.

The

anthropologist's way of studying people is by participant
observation.

Commenting on this role, Margaret Mead writes:

The anthropologist not only records the consumption
of sago in the native diet, but eats at least
enough to know how heavily it lies upon the stomach;
not only records verballY and by photographs the
tight clasp of the baby's hands around the neck, but
also carries the baby and feels the constriction of
the windpipe; hurries or lags on the way to ~
ceremony; kneels half-blinded by incense while the
spirits of the ancestors speak, or the gods refuse
to appear. The anthropologist enter~ the setting and
he observes, but he does not change.~
One of the chief characteristics of the diSCipline is
to compare people and their way of life.

In this manner, the

differences between the rearing of children, for example, in
Samoa, Bali, and Manua can more

rea~11y

be understood. •

Writing in the Nmeric%n Anthropologist, Margaret Mead
discusses some of the rudimentary matters of the observer's
field methods.

They include the necessity of learning the native

language, understanding the form of the subject culture,
possessing detailed knowledge of the chosen community and

~argaret Mead, Male ~ Fem§le,-4 Study ~ the
Sexes in a CAaQging World

(New York, 1949) , p. 31.
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particular knowledge of every individual within the group
betng studied.')

Although there is a diversity of approaches integrated within the anthropological method, Margaret Mead emphaslzes their

primary aim, that is, observation and understanding of indiViduals as they reveal the culture in which they live.

She

writes:
Just as the psychiatrist must limit himself to
one alm, to heal, so the anthropologist must
dlsclp11ne himself to one aim, to observe and
6
understand individuals as revealing their culture.
In order that a cultural anthropologist of gradUate level
is assured of adequate training, these suggestions are made by
Mead.

Besides co-operative teams and field trips, together

with an exposure to the literature of the field and supervised
field trips, the student should have the opportunity to make a
solo field trip into a foreign

cul~ure.

There he would have

the responsibility ot deVising applieations ot his training
in the study ot culture and people.

The student should also be

trained to recognize patterns so that he may aive a coherent
account of any culture.

Also advantageous is an awareness by

the student ot his own personal strength and weaknesses as an
observer and any pre3udices he may hold from his own native
/~

'Head, "More Comprehensive Field Methods," American
Anth,opologist, 3~ (January-March,19~3),lO.
Mead, lilA ~ female, po 40.
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culture. 7

An

Anthropologist VIils Amerisa_

Since World War II pro-

duced strains upon American men, women and children who were
part of the war effort,
to

so~e

~ ~ ~

fgwder

~

is an answer

of the questions brought to Margaret Mead for solution.

In short, it is a book about the American people, some of their
attributes and weaknesses, with the purpose of seeing how these
characteristics could be marshaled to win the war and contribute
to building the world anew.
It is not to be considered a study ot America or classed
as a "Middletown" or "Yankee Citytt;8 it is rather, Margaret
Mead's contribution to an understanding ot Americans 1n relation
to the war effort and many problems a nation at war must solve. 9
This book is not intended to be a truly scientific study.
The author write&:
The research, the detailed obj$etive recording of
'Mead, "The Training of the Cultural Anthropologist,"
Amerigan 6n t pro»olQsist, ;4, (July-September-l9;2), 343-34;.
The July-September issue ot this volume also contains several
articles dealing with the training ot anthropologists.
Baobert S. Lynd and Helen 1«. Lrnd, Middletown: A study
~ Contemporary Am,riean Culture (New I'tfrk-1929). -- -

w.

L. Warner and P. S. Lunt The Social Lite of A Modern
Community. Yankee City Serle~ol. I (New Haven~ 1941).

9Mead , And KeeE Your Powder D...!7.." pp. 7-8.
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human bCM"Iior, wr.ich lIe::; back of this discussion
was not done in the United states but in the South
(-In f..h,·,
... ....
~ .:>
... ...
4,'·
.. ,"" t"''''''
.-' . . u'~" I h""v:lo loo1ro.'~v. a.~,t
v ........· ~.,
.,,) v.
.....:. '" ""
S f''''::l,,=,:,~
America; I have thought about Amerioans. I have
::>ffers;d certain diaenoso:.:; to AL16ricans. who have
found them by Xirtue of their very strangeness.
11lum111atinc .}\)
v __ )"

\o!

IJ

'"".;

Q

...

.... ...

throughout the book to her r(3SGH:lI"ch in thB .3outh :3oas.

In fact,

tho tcSin-page bibliographic appendix consists almost entirely

of her o"m writlng5 &ni these of Gregory Bateson, har husband.
J.1argaret Hea.d mentions that it is 1mpossibl,J to acknowledge all

the help she has received

~l

likewise impossible to publish

a full bibliography because of its extent and the war.
however.

giv~

She does,

special acknowledgment to 58veral people in the

fields of anthropology and psychology",

A considera.tion of their

contributions dOBS a,dd insight to 1-1ead I s methodology, the

E:uropean 1nfluence upcln her work. and inclinations townrd the
psycholog1cal basis
guides her work.

or

character

f6~ation

which underltes and

Margaret Moaa. 'Nri tes:

There are certain basic acknowledgments to be made:
to my parents. who reared me to be a social scientist,
and my grandmother, who set me taking note on
younger children's behavior when I was eight; to
Franz Boas. who taught me anthropology; to Ruth
Benedict, Lawrence K. Frank, John Dollard. and
Erich Fromm! who helped to formulate the idea of
character struoture as used in this book; to Erik
Erikson, whose understanding of the rolationship
behle€;n the body and the process of character deVelopment lies lnexplicity behind must of this book; to
Geoffroy Gorer and KUrt Lewin for long and illuminating
discussions of the peculiarities of American culture;
IOIbld •• pp. 9-10.
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CJ'1d finally to my hu::;bnnd" Gregory Bates on, for all I
have learned, in general, from collaborative work,
and for what :: have J..earn(;d in particular about
American culture---from his cornment---and about
;iiff(.:!re1"l.c€s between American ond English culture~ll

culture.

Margaret Mead writes that "culture is an

abstraction in the mind of the social scientist, but each
people for whom he can make this abstraction behave in certain
ways, are certain kinds of persons. were reared in a given
fashion. and have a gi van charae ter ••tl2

Her study of American

culture concerns not only that evidenced in 1942 but also the
heritage. history. books, pictures and way of life that preceded
this epoch.
Though children raised in Bali, Russia and America are
in many ways potentially equal, the specific culture in which
they are reared, the influence of parents and adults affect the
child so that they no longer are similar or equal. 13
~

The frame
•

of reference which Margaret Mead uses to describe character
formation centers mainly upon the family relationship, especially
the childfs relationship with his mother.
even greater evidence in Male

~

This viewpoint is in

female •

. IlMead, And Keep Your Powder l2!:z, p. 26lj.
l2 Ib1d ., p. 21.

13llli,., p. 23.
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Like culture, character is also an abstraction. The method
in which babies groy into adulthood in various cultures such
as Samoa, Iceland and the United States differs, but the
regularities and consistencies in child rearing produce ·'oharacter
formation."

Margaret Mead describes character and character

formation in the following mannert
Character is also an abstraction, a way of talking
about the results in human personality, of having
been reared by and among human beings whose behavior
was culturally regular. So, in every cutlure, in
Samoa, in Germany, In Iceland, in Bali, and in the
United States of Amerioa, we find consistencies
and regularities in the way in which new-born
babies grow up and assume the attitudes and behavior
Datterns of their elder$-and this we may call
itcharacter formation. "IttIn the generalizatiuns about American culture which author
Mead makes in

ADa ~ ~

Powder

~,the

reader is advised

that she is considerinc the North, Middle West and West; she
notes that discussion of regional variation between North and
South would have to be too abstractyto be beneficial.1S'

Ihi

american Fam*ll

~

•

Qharacter Formation. It is, in many

instances, difficult for the European to understand American
mannerisms, for example, our ties to lodges, fraternities and
the home town.

To illustrate the formation of American character

structure. Margaret Mead again suggests that the family is the
l4Ibid ... p. 21.
lS'l.l!.1s!., p • 24 •
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proper place to begin. 16
the Old World to the New.

The American family has migrated from
In this sense, Dr. Mead states we

a.re all third-generation Americans.

Leaving Europe, the American

settler formed little Italian, Czech or Polish sections in the
cities; and then as he and his family became Americanized,they
migrated to the suburbs and small towns. 17
Parental obligation towards children seems to be to equip
th6 younger goneration so that they may succeed for themselves.
In so doing, the parents realize that their children will then
leave them geographically, in education and in choice of a
career.

Anthropologist Mead notes that the parent expects this

will be the pattern their ch:i.ldren will follow.

She writes:

In the first place, the American parent expects
his child to leave him, leave him physically, go
to another town, another state; leave him in terms
of occupation, embrace a different calling, learn
a different calling, learn a diffe,rent skill, leave
him soc!ally, travel if possiple with a different
crowd.l v
...
According to Mead, the father's role is autumnal, that is,
he attempts to keep ahead of' his son or daughter as long as he
can but realizes that eventuallY he will 10S9. l9 Children avoid
the element of direct competition with their parents by choosing
an occupation different from the father's.

l6..!bid •• p. 37.
17Ibid • , p.29.

l~bid. , p. 39.
J.9Ibld., p. 45.

Each generation. in
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this mann. f3r, leaves the parental sphere in search of different
goals.

This is exemplified in the Europeants departure to

America, the newly Americanized children leaving their parents
in customs, mannerisms, and possibly by moving from the city to
R

suburb or small town.

The idea that author Mead consistently

portrays is that the children are to surpass their parents. Here
is another example of her thought on the necessity of success:
Father is to be outdistanced and outmoded, but
not because he is a strong representative of another
cuI ture, well entrenched, not becaust;; his is a
weak and ineffectual attempt to imitate the new
culture; he dld very well in his way, but he is Dut
of date. He, like us, was moving forwards, moving
away from something symbolized by his own ancestors,
moving tOW~5dS something symbolized by other peoplets
anc'9stors.
Meadts Class structure. Commenting upon class structure
in America, Margaret Head ands to the construction developed by
Warner and his associates. 21

Dr. ~fead states that the American

syste'll 1s in reality measured in terJns of' rungs on a ladder
with the distance covered from the initial starting point viewed
as the progress one has made. 22 She writes that tl cl S.53 in
America 1s in fact part of the success game.,,23
Being a success, as }load describes it J mea..'"1,s having 0.one
something rather than being a certain kind of per30n.
20 Ibid ., p. 52-53.
21 Ib1d •• p. 57-58.
22 Ibid., p.

58.

23 I bid •• ~. 65.

It entails

an evaluation of how many people a person has surpassed.
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She

writes that the idea ot making good and success is impressed
upon American children:
To get ahead, to make good---these are the goall
which are impressed on American children---to go
someplace else, get on with it, count your success
by the number of less handicapped that you have
passed on the road. 24
During this same discussion Margaret Mead asks how a man's
sucoess can be known.

The question is answered by saying,

"only by knOWing how far he has come, how many he has passed,
what he has in the way of power and possessions.

What he is---

as a person---is irrelevant, for to be a success 1s to have done
something rather than to have been a kind of person.,,2;

In childhood, during school and on the job, Americans
are geared to acbievement and success.

Nevert~elegs,

there is

a respect and attachment to the past for contemporary ways ot
,doing

things.

l'lliss

iv:eed CDmments:that "with our insistence upon
~

•

the impDrtance ')f building something new, we have combined a
treme~dous

valuat10n upon anything which someone else has

finished.

Innovation is our ideal but conformity is our mentor.~

Parents are anxious to conform to existing customs 1n
externals such as housing, automob1les, clothes and the use ot
24l.Q1.(t., p. 68.

2;l,W ..

26~.,

p.

79.

leisure time.
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These things, it is felt, should be as much as

possible like other people's, for they serve an indexes of
comparison and coriformity.27
In a generalization about the United states.

Margaret Mead

considers the Middle West as an area which has a third generation emphasis on conformity, namely, doing things according
to the conventional American way_

But in California "one

finds the epitome of the fourth generation attitude, the newly
manufactured solution, hoarfrost sprinkled on new-laid eggs.,,28
New England has traces of the Old World ties, a greater certitude
of the past than the future.

The South also has a veneration

for the past, ffa fable more powerful than present day reality.,,29
Information on the correct way of living and doing things th.e
American way is sought by parents from all who can speak with
authority.

This often becomes the advertiser, radio commentator,
newspaper, magazine or lecturer. 3 0rhe element of succe~s also
appears in the parent's concern about a child's grades rather
than how much the child is really learning.

A M~triarchal

Society?

Throughout most of Mead's discussions

on raising children, women are accorded the chief position.
In fact, on the few occasions in which the male member of the
family is mentioned he is depicted as one who is being outdone
27l..Q1g. , pp. 8r.;'-90.
28ll2.15l. , pp. 101.
29 Ibid •
30
., p. 100

,0

"by his children while he attempts to hold whatever status he may
have for as long a period as possible.

Margaret Mead sees the

woman as the primary purveyor of the ohild's attitudes of
agressiveness, and describes the American mother as one who
gives eonditionallove.

By this she means that the child feels

he gains the love of his mother when he succeeds, whether it is
eating the right food, growing as tall as the neighbor boy, or
winning a playground fight that the other fellow started.

The

stereotype of the husband relaxing in an easy chair, reading
the newspaper, a fellow who does not want to get angry, is the
stimulus which the woman takes to assume the major role in
character formation according to Mead.
But all Ameriean activities have not been successful.
If there is an American failure, it is in believing that winning
World War I was sufficient in itself.
the proper effort was not made
the war.

Margaret Mead feels that

to~seeure

a lasting

pea~e

after

The men and women who now fight World War II are the

children of those who, in a sense, have reneged on their
responsibilities to themselves, their country, and their childre~
Thus far And Keep Your Powder Dry has served as the basis
for this chapter, but this book alone is not exemplary of all
Dr. Mead's work nor does it convey other ramifications of Americm
society of which she has written.

Dr. Mead has also written a

considerable number of books and articles, the majority being
directly related to a study of primitive cultures.

Since the

emphasis of this thesis is Western man and in particular the
American, it does not seem appropriate nor is it possible to review her work on primitive cultures and related fields.
There are, however, several other important a.nd relevant
areas of Mead's writings.

Comments upon her work enhance under-

standing and evaluation of her publications, these will not be
briefly considered.

They may be divided into categories ot

American society, education, women and the family, human nature,
and the study of national character.
Comments .Qn Related Writing.

Reviewing

bJ& ADS Female,

Therese Benedek writes that "this book, written for a broad
audience, represents a brilliant integration of anthropological
data with psychological concepts. u31 Giving a greater insight
to Mead's psychological theory in studying individuals and
society than

AD£

~

I2st Powder

~

Mead's method as decidedly Freuditfn-.

represents, it portrays
Pitirim Sorokin

~kes

the

following observations and evaluation of this approach:
On the other hand, there is a certain grotesqueness
about the diagnostic theories that interpret the
structure and psychodynamics of personality,
society, and nation by a single narrow factor,
such as the way in which intants are swaddled, or
trained in micturition a.nd defecation; and so on
C/31Therese Benedek, "Review of ~ ~nd Femal~, tt
Saturday Review of Literature, Vol.y=? October l~, 1949), 10-11.

(The Freudians, M. Mead, G. Gorer, J. Rickman,
and others). Not denying a small role to these
taetors nevertheless the "swaddling theories ot
persona i ity and historical processes,"and the
"micturitional-detecative philosophies ot history"
are phantasmagoric in the all.powerful and decisive
role they ascribe to these factors.32
EducatiQQ_

In

~

School in Amgrican Culturg, Mead depicts

three types of schools relating them to the society in which
they are found and the prevalent values of the time.

The first

is a traditional type, a conservative early American School; the
second is "the little red school house" which enforces parental
values and the third, the modern urban school.

The modern urban

school, beset with conflicts, demands a type ot teacher willing
to explore an unknown future while admitting all the answers are
not known and challenging the student to add his contribution.
Emphasis on preparation tor the future causes a conflict with
past and present values in the "city school," and this necessitates a combination of each value
~()ntemporary teacher. 33 .

~ystem

as a hallmark of the
•

~

IWt Family. Har:p&l'Spubllshed an article by Mead discussing
war time marriages in which Mead notes the

~daptability

family institution under adverse conditions and in
i/)'2plt1rlm A. Sorokin, l!lM

~

of the

~aried
\

\

~' F~ib:!.Sl. in Modern SQc!2:!.OsY

Related Sc1encgs (Chieago,

19~

), p.

98.

33Margaret Mead, ~ School in American Culturg
(Cambridge, 19~1).

~3

soci.ti$s.34~n another article on the family system, the author

notes some distinguishing features of the modern American family,
its problems, and an ethic of joint responsibility in regard to
duties.

The analysis of family problems seem to convey a some-

what prevalent view of modern marriage considering that vocation
to be an attempt at a civil, moral union which is not necessarily
eternally binding and so distinct from a sacramental union.

A

consideration of this point may be found in Mead's description
of a couple's anxiety in maintaining a lasting marriage.
The average American male'S job insecurity, the
fear that his maturity, which is based on his
ability to earn his own living and provide completely
for his family may be taken from him by personal
fortune or depression, is matohed by the average
wife's fear that she may fail at her job of homemaking and end up Without3~ husband and perhaps
with children to support. .
Variations in the roles of women and men in different cultures
are described in still another

article~
-

that "there are cultures where

Margaret Mead writes

.

wome~'are

demanding and men re-

sponsive, where women manage the finances and men wheedle pocket
money out of them and spend their time dreaming of forgery and
alohemy ••• cultures where fathers are indulgent and loving and

34Margaret Mead, "What's The Matter With The Family,"
H~rper's, (April 194~), 393.
3r;'Margaret Mead "The Contemporary American Family
As An AnthrOPologIst Sees It," American Journal .2! 80ci91.Q.U:, Vol. 53(May 1948), 4~7.
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and mothers stern disciplinarians ••• u3 -Miss Mead suggests that

women have not as yet attained the freedom which they seek, that
1.s, to act from choice rather than necessity.

In a more recent

article, the author reflects upon new domestic demands which
have fallen on men.

Directing her suggestions to a seemingly

career-minded female reader, Miss Mead feels that the education
a woman receives is not being utilized. 37
.Qn Human Nature.

Differences in "character" between French

Catholics and English Catholics,for example, are attributed to
learned social inheritance rather than physical inheritance in
Mead!s inquiry into human nature. 38
)F

/

/ National Character Stygie§.

A manual of interdisciplinary

research applied to inaccessible cultures has been edited by
Margaret Mead and Rhoda Metra.ux which is another of Mead t s contributions in the field of national character studies. 39As a
source of periodical literature and:8 selective bibliography to
•

studies ot national character, Mead's contribution to Anthr2pology Today 1s considerable.

Under "National Character" Miss

3~argaret Mead, "What Women Want," Fortune, Vol. 34(December, 1946), l7~.
37Margaret Mead, "American Man In A Women's World,"
lin IQ.U Times Magazine (February 10, 19c:;'7), p.ll.
38Margaret Mead, "What Is Human Nature?," Look, (April 19,19C:;':;),
p. '57. Reviewed by Father Gordon George "Margaret r~ead On
Human Nature," Americf.!, Vol.93 (May 7, i 91;"1;"),11;"4.
39Margaret Mead and Rhoda Metraux, The Study 2! Culture

A! A R!stance (Chicago, 191;"3).

Mead describes this type of study in the following manner:
National character studies, like all culture
personality stUdies are focused on the way human
beings embody the culture they have been reared in
or to which they have immigrated. These stUdies
attempt to delineate how the innate properties of
human beings, the idiosyncratic elements in each
human being, and the general and individual patterns
of human maturation are integrated within a shared
social tradition in such a way that certain regularities
appear in the behavior of all members of the c~bture
which can be described as a regular character.
Symmary

And EyalyatiQn. With this additional background of

Mead's writings, we return to the work which has been the nucleus
of this chapter,

ADS

Keep

I2Yt

Powder~.

This book is not

intended to be a scientific study according to Margaret Mead and
the Kluckhohns make this point before they begin their of the
book. 41However, this book and several other writings do evidence Mead's scientifie bent and psychological basis for her

wor~

According to Dr. Mead the anthropologist functions as a participant observer and has one aim

~to

observe and

under~tand

individuals as revealing their culture. 1t And .K!uul IsrY:. Powder
demonstrates a European flavor and author Mead credits much

~

of its development to Gregory Bateson, Geoffrey Gorer, Kurt Lewin,
Erik Erikson and Erich Fromm.
Mead begins her study of American character formation with an
40

A. L. Kroeber, ADthropOlQ~Y Today, An
InventorY, Chicago, 19~3, p. 42.

En~Iclopedic

4 ~lorence and Clyde Kluckhohrr., ~1jev'l e.~ ')f AD!1 ~ Jl.Q.Y!
.Powder J?!:Y, n American AnthropologisG, 4C:: (October-December
1943) 623-024.

analysis of family life in which she concludes:

5"6

1) we are all

third generation Americans, although a fourth generation
attitude is appearing in ralifornia.

2)

youths are equipped

"to succeed" from an early age, 3) the American family is of
matriarchal form in which the mother gives conditional love, 4)
Mead adds another term, "middle" to each of Warner's class
categories,

~}

the psychological basis for her studies in gen-

eral is said to be Freudian, and 6) she emphasizes perhaps
o~er-emphasizes,

the success factor in her study And Keep

~

Powder l2a:.
/

The analysis by Pitirim Sorokin on Mead's psychological
orientation provides a basic frame of reference to guide an
interpretation of Dr. Mead's work.

To the foregOing psycholo-

gical analYSiS, Florence and Clyde Kluckhohn note: l} an Eastern
urban bias, 2) regional variation in the matriarchal family and
six class system, and 3) a tendency.to make culture the deter"

minant force in character formation: The Kluckhohns write:
Since this review 1s intended for carping specialists,
some cavils must be entered. To some degree this
is unfair to the author for she makes it plain that
she does not consider this a strictly professional
job. Rather, she considered her book as an impressionistic ~ ~ force, sharpened by the perspective
of seven allen cultures, and focused on the questions
which had been found of critical importance in the
scientific study of those cultures •••
We suspect, however that Mead shows an urbanEastern bias. Her consideration, for example, of the
role of the father may well be adequate for many
urban and suburban groups in the East, but does
not check with our experiences in the Middle West and
West ••• Against this background, Mead's treatment

seems almost a fanciful picture of maternal
parthenogenesis of the character structure •••
She is aware that class typing often breaks
down under geographic mobility, but she seems
implicitly to accept the validity of the six
class system for all parts of the country. Surely
many more data are needed. And the exclusion of a
middle-middle class appears cavalier.
From the professional angle, the greatest
objection to the theoretical basis of this contribution is that the author shows an almost exclusive interest in culture as a determinant for
individual character formation •••
Another fact, less obvious and for that
reason more subtly dangerous to her analysiS, is
the tendency to obliterate, or at least blur,
the crucial distinction between the social and
cultural •••• ln short, Dr. Mead tends to jump
directly trom culture to chat~cter formation,
neglecting social structure.
A consideration of Mead's Class structure prompts these
questions:
contain?

1)
2)

How many rungs would Mead's "success ladder"
What is the criteria for determining the tran-

sition points between "lower", ttmiddle tt , and Huppert! of each
division? 3) Are there not measurement values other than the
v

material and success goals used by Mead?
~

Traditional views of regional variations are very sketchily
presented in

~ ~

X2Yt Pgwder Qtz.

The omission of a dis-

cussion of minority groups and problems leaves a considerable
void in an approach to the study of American society.
42

~.,

pp. 623-624.

Two pronounced pitfalls in methodology are noticeable.
In Aug

~

Your Powder Qrz, the success theme is overemphasized

as a single factor in determining values.

In Mp,le A..!'.ll! Femat§!,

the exclusively Freudian approach, on which Pitirim Sorokin
has previously commented, is dominant.
Finally, a study which stresses Freudian psychology alone
as a basis, overestimates material goals, avoids a discussion
of minority groups, ignores the influence of CatholiC, Protestant and Jewish ideals, touches on regional variations, and
skirts the importance of the freedom to accept or reject a
society's values can not be considered a definitive study of
tha.t society.
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MEAD, DR. MARGARET, American Museum of Natural
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Jaques Cattell edt Ame t ic8¥_M.fm .Q.t SciencS!: A"
Biographical Directory, It , The Social SUl.!l
Dehavigral S9iQncS!s, p. 462.
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Chapter IV
Er1ch 'rolDm
The problems wh1ch bave taced man slnce hls exit from Eden
have been to a cons1derabl. extent those involving ch01ces between treedom or conformlty, ot ethlcs, ot an ettectlve governmental structure condu01ve to lead1ng the good llte, and ot
grasp1ng the nature ot man's love tor his rellow man and God.
These tour tactors are the basls ot Brlch

FrOUlID'.

works--hOIP'

laD .m IIU'lt, na iI.a SgOl.ty, .ID4 %hi Ali 2t
Lovine. l fo portray Ericb Fromm'. typology .tfect1vely, eacb

U2m

n ••da"

ot the.e works wll1 be brietly considered in
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tar as It may

contrlbute to understand1ng his v1e. ot .001a1 character.
In this chapter the chronology ot Fromm's wr1tlngs wl11 be
tollowed 1n th1s manner: 1) the psychology ot treedom, 2) human
1st eth1cs and types ot soclal character, 3) tentat1ve panacea
tor an allin, 80ciety, and 4) some

e~ncepts

on lov••

1ba Thesl,_ IagaR' l£ga lr1ldol ls "part ot a broad study
concerning the character structure ot modern man and the problems ot the 1nteract1on between psychological and soc1010g1cal
lErtcb Fromm,
.........
...

---_
.... -- ---_...
~~--

.. -----.

factors" to which the author has devoted several years.2 This
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particular work is an analysis of, not a solution to, the problems which accompanied man's asserted growth ot individual treedom since the Renaissance and Reformation and his corresponding
development of a sense ot isolation.

Fromm writes:

It is the thesis ot this book that modern man,
treed trom the bonds ot pre-individualistic society,
which Simultaneously gave him security snd limited
him, has not gained treedom in the positive sense
of the realization of his individual selt; that is,
the expression ot his intellectual, emotional and
sensuous potentialities. Freedom, though it has
brought him independence and rationality, has made
him isolated and thereby, anxious and powerless. This
isolation is unbearable and the alternatives he
is contronted with are either to escape from the
burden of this freedom into new dependenoies and
submission, or to adVance to the full realization of
pos1tive freedom which is based upon the uniqueness
~nd individuality ot man. 3
"~thode

Throughout his writings Fromm frequently distin-

guishes his psychological approach trom that of Freud.

Expla1n-

ing one of the basic d1tterences between his method and tqat ot
Freud.

Fromm writes:

••• the tundamental approaoh to human personality
is the understanding of man's relation to the world,
to others to nature and to himselt. We believe
that man fs primarily a social being, and not, as
2Fromm 'fcape From F~,edom, p. Ix. In the toreward, Fromm
makes the
owing speci c acknowledgements to those who have
directly contributed to completing the book: 1) Miss Elizabeth
Brown for suggestions and criticism in organization, 2) Mr. T.
Woodhouse in helping edit the manuscript, 3) Dr. A. Seidemann
tor help on the philosophical problems.
3l,W., p.viii.

to

Fraud assumes, primarily selt-sufficient and only
secondarily in need of others In order to satisty
his instinctual needs. In this sense, we believe
that individual psychology is fundamentally
social psychology or, in Sullivan's terms, the
psychology of interpersonal relationships: the
key problem of psychology is that of the particular
kind of relatedness of the individual toward the
world, not that of satisfae~ion or frustration ot
single instinctual desires.
N~lQ-fr§udtan

psrcholagx_
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Commenting on neo-Freudian psycho-

logy, Woodworth notes that in psychoanalysis the neo-Freudians
urge a change from an orientation biology to one of sociology.
In this sense it tecomes a social and not a bIological science /5
4~., p. 290. Several other differences between Freud
and Fromm are summarized on p. 289-296.
~Robert S. Woodworth, CQPtempOtlrr §QQQQ11 ~ PlxchQlogy,
New York, 1931, p. 203. Robert S. Woodworth also describes other
"ideal types" used by Junl, Freud, Horney, and Spranger which
give a brief 'but inclusivp l'iescriptlC1n ot theIr systems. Woodworth writesa IIInterest In
tttypes"
1.s not confined to the
personalists. Junl, we remember, introduced the famous distinction
between introverts and extrover1is (p ... 200). Freud and his direct
tollowers distinguished several type~·which they believed to
originate in the tixation ot early stages of psychosexual development: the oral-erotic, dependent type; the sadistic or t "bIting" f
type; the anal-erotic, characterized by parSimony, obstinacy,
and orderliness; and the more mature genital types (p. 178).
Adler distingulshed several t "styles ot llfe" , (p. 19;). Horne~
character trends are much like Freud's: the moving agalnst,hostile
character; and the moving away, withdrawing character (p.208).
Spranger belleved he could identity six typical human goals -six dimensions ot human value, we might say-aside from the bio10g1cal goals mentioned. Here is his list of goals, values or
attitudes: the theoretical, knowledge-seeking; the esthetic; the
economic or practical; the religious; the social or sympathetic;
the political or mangerial. Spranger speaks ot • "typesot
men" '; the practical man, the religious man and so on. He does
not mean that people can be cleanly grouped under these heads,
for every individual will appreciate more than a single value."

Clara XbolPsgn

~

fromm.

f3
Fromm, according to Clara Thomp-

son, deviated early in his career as a psychoanalyst from the
Freudian interpretation of man's relation to society.

She writes

Promm does not consider the satisfaction of instinct
as the central problem in human nature. He points
out that man at birth has fewer predetermined courses
of behavior than any other animal. This means that
his ways of adaptation are not by instinot but by
learning and cultural training and that "man's
nature, his passions, and. anxieties are a cultural
produc~; as a matter of faot, man himself Is the most
important creation and achievement of the count1m1ous
human effort, the record which we call history."6
~

l! 2gcia1 Qb!r.gter? A key concept in understanding

the socla1 process is that of social character.
that "social character comprises only a

Fromm states

selectionO~raits,

the

essential nucleus of' the character structure of most members ot
a group which has developed as the result of the basic experience
and modes ot lite common to that group."7

Sinoe the emphasis

is upon common traits of a group, s,ocial character is, ot oours.,
less speoifio than individual character.

Conoerning the function

6Clara Thompson, ~S~Ch2!Jl!lysts: EY0l:ut~oD !W! ~e~e12pment
(lev York, 1950), p. ~~ A Cons derable portion o lara !hampson's book is devoted to a description and analysis ot Rrich
Fromm's method and writings.

7Fromm , Escapi lISm lreegQm, p. 277. He also writes that
"character in the dynamic sense ot analytic psychology is the
specific form in which human energy is shaped by th.e dynamic
adaptation of human needs to the particular mode ot existence
of a given society" (p. 278).
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of cht9ractt?!' fo!' the individnal and society, Fromm Asserts:

If an individualts character more or less closely
conforms with the social character the dominant
driv~s in his personality lead him to do what is
necessary and desirable under the specific social
conditions of his oulture ••••
To sum up: the subjective function of character for
the normal person is to lead him to act aocording
to what is necessary for him from a praotioal standpoint and also to give hiro satisfaction fTom his
activity psychologically.~
The social function of education likewise prepares an
individual for the role he is to play in SOCiety.

In this res-

pect the soc1al function of eduoation helps prepare an indiv1d..
o

ual's 9billiL';y9t for his social role in society.;;

The formative role of parents to their ehild.ren is noted by
Dr. Fromm and he writes that nthey transmit to the child what we
may call the psychological atmosphere or the Spirit or

8

society

just by being as they are---namely representatives of this very
spirit.

The family thus may be considered the psychological

agent of soeiety.ttlO

8lR1d.,

p. 282-283.

9l.l'U£., p. 286.
1°1914,.1 p. 287. Clara Thompson gives these illustrations to
~emonstrate Fromm's character types as being receptive, exp~t1ngt
~nd hoarding in tIX9ARIDA1Xli§' ixplut1gD And D!IelQDmiD~, p. 72.
r'In one type of ome, a chi! develops the-attitude or expecting to
receive because the situation under the oircumstances is best manipulated by beIng receptive, friendly and pleasing. In 3 more
frustrating atmosphere, the child may feel he can have only what he
~ake8, that the only source of security 1s in exploiting others,
f f the home atmosphere 1s ungiving anxious and suspicious the
~hild will be impressed with a ffe'11ng ot scraelt~ and mly well
~evelop the 'anal f character.,."

Et'~lm.

After establishing the factor ot rreedom as a prob-

lem of choice and the importaD.ce or parents as the psychological
agents of SOCiety, Fromm discusses the emergenCe ot the indivldual4
As an example the first premiss ot mants cholee of freedom, he an-

alyzes wlult he ca1.1s "the blblieal myth or mant • expulsion trom
paradiae."ll Erich ~omm considers the Garden of Ed.n a place
where there was peace and no work, but also where there was no
choice, no f"reedom aQ4

aot

or disobedience

ftO

thinking.

H,

al.o considers man's f"lrst

a first aet ot freedom to become en

"Indlvl~

ual. ft12 The author uses this illuatratlon In each of his books to
describe the beginning ot freedom.

Before commenting on this in-

terpretation, the tollowlng quotation 1s given In order to deplct

Dr. Pramm's position accurately.
The myth identities the beginning ot human
history with an act ot choice, but it puts all
emphasis on the sinfulness ot ~i. first act ot
treedom and the sutterlng relul"tlng from It. Man
and ''lomen 11ye 1n the Garden ot Etten 1n complete
harmony with each other and with nature. There
1s no peace aDd no nace,.ity to work; there 1s no
choice, no freedom, no thinking either. Man Is torbldden to eat trom the tree ot knowledge ot good and
evil. He acts against God'. command, he breaks
through the state of harmony with nature ot whIch

11Promm • IIIIRI Zt2a fr.!dAl. ,.33.
12l1Wl•

he is a part without transcending it. From the
standpOint of the Church which represented authority,
this is essentially sin. From the standpoint ot
man, however, this is the beginning of human freedom.
Actlng against God's orders means freeing himselt
trom coercion, emerging tram the unconscious existence
of pre human llfe to the level ot man. Acting against
the command ot authority, committing a Sin, is in
its positive human aspect the first act of freedom,
that is the first human act. In the myth the sin
in its formal aspect is the acting against God's
command; in its material aspect it is the eating at
the tree ot knowledge. The act of disobedience as
an act ot freedom is the beginning ot reason. The
myth speaks of other consequences of the first act
ot freedom. The original harmony between man and
nature is broken. God proclaims war between man and
woman, and war betw~en nature and man. Man has become
separate trom nature, he h.as taken the tirst step
toward becoming human by becoming an "indiv1dual."
He has committed the tirst act of treedom. The myth
emphasizes the S"uttering resulting from this act.
To transcend nature, to be alienated trom nature
and trom another human be1ng, finds man naked, ashamed.
He Is alone and free, yet powerless and atraid. The
newly won freedom appears as a curse; he 1s free
from the sweet bondage of paradise, but he is not
free to govern himself, to realize his Individuality.13
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It is difficult to discern what ,prompts Erich Fromm to writ.
"

"there is no choice, no freedom, no t-hinking either." His books
demonstrate a broad knowledge not only of psychology but also ot
theology, philosophy, history, and economics. Possibly he poses
an acute philosophical distinction ot freedom in which any norm
not generated by man would imply a lack ot treedom, choice and
thought. Nevertheless, Dr. Fromm's analysis ot Eden considered
in the realm of Catholic biblical tradition is untenable for the
following reasons.
13~., p. 33-3,.

In Genesis, 2:27, it is written: "And God created man to
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His image, to the image of God He created him." "Biship Challoner
noted that nthis Image of God in man is not in the body, but in
the soul, which is a spiritual sUbstance endured with understanding and free will. n14
l4Iba ~ BiQle, Douay Blble House, U.S.A., 1941, notes by
Bishop Challoner, p. 2.
The following interpretations and comments are tram Dom Bernard Orchard Rev. Edmund F. Suteliffe 8.3., Rev. Regenald C.
Fuller, Dom Ralph Russell, editorial committee, A Catholig ~
mlntary .an ll2lz Scriptyr. (New York, 19';'3), p. 178: rt'But though
the omnipotent Creator of man is able, if he wished, to impose
absolute submission ot his will as in the case ot the lower creatures, he would not have of the human race a forced service.
Man's obedience to God·! law must be free. He is given a law,
but he is left free to obey or to transgress, 2:17 and ~ 2n !l2
(Genesis). But man is not lett only to a sense ot duty and ot
gratitude to God to help hlm to obey. Obedience Is rewarded by
happiness; punishment tbreatenad tor sin."
The authors also write on page 18Cj: "Our first parents were
thus placed in conditions of physical and spiritual felicity.
Their bodily needs were supplied by the trees of the garden, the
care of whieh was designed to supply pleasant occupation. As they
were created in adult life, God will -have given them that knowledge Which was necessary to their state, a knowledge that human
beings have normally to acquire through the years of childhood
and adolescence. Though by nature mortal, they had in the tree
of life the means of pre-serving health and st~ength indefinitely.
In other words, they had the gift ot immortality. They had moreover the preternatural gift of integrity. That is, by a special
privilege their nature was 'whole' and without internal conflict,
8.S their bodies with their bodies wi til their physical powers were
entirely under the control ot reason, Which had not therefore to
control the spontaneous impulses of their nature. This gift ot
integrity is also called the absence of concupiscence, and is
indicated by the fact that, though naked, they had no cause for
any sense of shame. That they were created in the state of sanctifying grace and were destined for the beatific vision cannot be
deduced from the O.X., but is learnt from the N.T."
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Before the fall Adam and Eve possessed the gifts of: 1)
knowledge befitting their state, 2) immortality, 3) physical and
spiritual felicity, and 4) friendship with God.

Through an act

ba,sed upon knowledge of the consequences Adam and Eve made their
choice.

All these factors contradict Erich Fromm's analysis and
,,.,

statement about the absence of freedom, choice and thought •

.tnt

beginntng .Q: Motilrn I'teedom.

In order to understand the

problem ot freedom in modern society, Fromm begins with an
historical ,period in which he believes modern treedom began to
emerge, the Renaissance and Reformation.

Jacob Burckhardt, a

professor ot history and the history of art at the University ot
Basel, SWitzerland, published his essay on the Renaissance period
in l860.l~It is Burckhardt's

In

%hi Ciyilization Qt 1hA Renallsane'

it,ll from which Fromm draws several interpretations ot

Medieval society.

Divided into

li~

sections, the essay considers
"

the state and the papacy, development of the individual, revival
ot the antiquity in the torm ot the classics and humanism, discovery of the world and ot man as an ttindividual", Medieval
society and festiVals, morality and religion.
Fromm considers the Renaissance period as described by Jacob
Burckhardt as one in which the realization Ot an individual,
15Jacob Burckhardt, ~ Q1yiliziti9n ~ ~ Rgna1ssancg
19~4r~ Fromm comments upon other historical
interpretations and criticisms of Burkhardt's work in
EsganO ltQm Freedom, pp. 46-47.

in ltalx (New York,
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unique self emerged in the social life of that period.

Burck-

hardt describes this condition in his chapter on "The Development Of The Individual":
In the Middle Ages both sides of human consequencesconsciousness--that which was turned within as that
which was turned without--lay dreaming or half awake
beneath a common veil. The veil was woven of faith,
illusion, and childish prepossession, through which
the world and history were seen clad in strange
hues. Man was conscious of himself only as a member
of a race, people, party, family or corporation--only
through some general category. In Italy this veil
first melted into air; an objective treatment and
consideration of the State and ot all the things
ot this world became possible. The subjective side
at the same time asserted itselt with corresponding
emphaSiS, man became a spiritual individual and
recognized himaelt aa such. 16
As the spirit ot the Renaissance in Italy gave impetus to
individualism, it also stimulated the rise of capitalism.

Fromm

notes that the growing independence had a negative counterpart.
This concurrent trend is one of isolation and aloneness.

Having

weakened or broken the traditional~bonds
of stability, ih.
.
~

vacuum was filled by a craving for tame and honor, an increase
in economic activity and an awareness ot the pecuniary value ot
time.
Theglogy jng Freedom.

Fromm analyzes the theological

tenets of the Reformation Period which seem to support his thesis
that there was a countering psychological movement to individualism, aloneness.

In his opinion the theological teachings of

16 Ibid ., p. 100.
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Luther and Calvin fostered a feeling ot insignificance and traits
of submission in man.
to face God.

Freed from the Church, man was left alone

"Man is free from all ties binding him to spiritual

authorities, but this very freedom leaves him alone and anxious,
overwhelms him with a feeling of his own individual insignificance and powerlessness."l7
According to Fromm, "Calvin's theology which was to become
as important for the Anglo-Saxon countries a8 Luther's for
Germany exhibits essentially the same spirit a8 Luther's both
theologically and psychologically_n18In Calvinism, a virtuous
life was one which included unceasing effort; and success in
material and worldly matters was considered a good omen, for
activity rewarded by pecuniary gain il a Sign of predestination.
Fromm comments:
In the further development of Calvinism, the emphasis
on unceaSing effort gains in, importance, particularly
the idea that success in worldly life,. as a result ot
such efforts, is a sign of salvation. 19
Since there were elements of uncertainty in that form of
salvation, a Significant task in Calvinism became a hectie
desire for activity, of striving to do something.

Fromm notes

the compulsory nature of this activity and writes:
Activity in this sense assumes a compulsory quality:
17promm, ElgaPI ltQm Freedom, p. 80.

18Ibid ., p. 84.
19~., p. 90.

the individual has to be active in order to overcome
his feeling of doubt and powerlessness. This kind of
effort and activity 1s not the result of inner strength
and selt-gonfidence; it 1s a desperate escape from
anx1ety.2
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On the other hand, he comments that the Medieval church
taught of man's confidence in Godts love, free will, and the
dignity of an individual.

However, with the advent of capitalism

a feeling of insecurity and bewilderment also arose.

Fromm gives

this summary of the Church:
To sum up: the medieval Church stressed the
dignity of man, the freedom of his will, and the fact
that his efforts were to avail; it stressed the
likeness between God and man and also man's right to
be confident of God's love. Men were felt to be equal
and brothers in their very likeness to God. In the
late Middle Ages, in conneetion with the beginning
of capitalism, bewilderment and insecurity arosebut at the same time tendencies that emphasized the
role of will and human effort became increasingly
stronger. We may assume that both the philosophy
of the Renaissanee and the Catholic doctrine of the
lat9 Middle Ages reflected the spirit prevailing
in those social groups whose ~eonomic position gave
them a feeling of power and ihdependenee. 21

Labgr ADa Algnlnl'§.

Thus far the relation of the Renais-

sance to the development of individualism has been shown.

The

Reformation also had the effect ot loosing man from traditional
norms but at the cost of a feeling of alonen.ess.

With the rise

capitalism during the Middle Ages, the feelings of individualism

20Th ""

p. 91.

2lTh.fA

p.

~.,

~.,

73.
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and freedom were enhanced, but the elements of isolation and Insignificance of the individual were also present.
The inversion of values--making work and pecuniary gain
an end instead of means--had commenced.

Herein lies the con-

dltion exemplified in modern capitalism of which Fromm writes:
Yet while the principle of work for the sake of
accumulation of capital objectively is of enormous
value for the progress of mankind, subjectively it
has made man work for extra personal ends, made
him a servant to the very machine he buil~J and
thereby has given him a feeling of personal
insignificance and powerlessness. 22
Fromm contends that man has made a commodity of himself
which is sold on the market.

"The manual laborer sells his

physical energy; the businessman, the phYSician, the clerical
employee, sell their' personality1.H230ne factor in this re-.
direction of energies and values is that "the less he felt he
was being somebody the more he needed to have possessions.n 24
Esgap~s

lI2m Fr§edom.

Frommdlscusses the psychology and

submission to Nazism as an example of surrendering freedom to an
Quthoritarian state which makes the individual

subser~ient

to

himself.
Three methods of escape from freedom are mentioned by Dr.
Fro~m:

1) authoritarianism. 2) destructiveness, and 3) automation

22~., pp. 111-112.

23~., P. 119.
24 Ib1d ., p.

120.

conformity.
i~volving

Two distinct forms of authoritarianism are those

73

a striving for submission or domina.nce; both t however,

~re

an attempt to evade a feeling of aloneness and powerlessness
which becomes unbearable. 2 c:;' Submisslon--or in Fromm's term,
masochism--appears most frequently in feelings of individual
insignificance, powerlessness, and inferiorlty .. 26 On the other
hand, dominance or sadistic tendencies may take three formsl 1)
to have absolute and unrestricted power Over others, 2) to exploit others, 3) to make others suffer or see them suffer either
physically or mentally.2 7
Destructiveness differs from dominance for it seeks the
elimination of the object which is considered undesirable. 28
Destructiveness may be a rational "reactive" process or an
abnormal tendency.

"The destructiveness here under consideration,

however, 1s not this rational-or as one might call it 'reactive'hostility, but a constantly lingering tendency within a . person
~

which so to speak waits only for an opportunity to be expressed~~9
Fromm notes the abundance of destructiveness in society
and comments that it is often rationalized by considering it

25'.l..l214. , p. 1;1.
26..ll2U. , p. 142.

271..Q!si. , p. 141.

28

Ibid. , p.

29~

179.

., p • 180.
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altruism or patriotism:
Any observer of personal relations in our social
scene oannot fail to be inpressed with the amount
of destructiveness to be found everywhere. For the
most part it is not conscious as such but is rationalized in various ways. As a matter of fact, there
is virtually nothing that is not used as a rationalization for destructiveness. Love, duty, conscience,
patriotism have been and are baing used as disguises
to destroy others or oneself.3
Automaton Cpnform1ty.

In Er1ch Fromm's opinion, the

particular escape mechanism used by the majority of normal indtviduals in modern society is automaton conformity.31 "To put
it briefly, the individual ceases to be himself; he adopts
entirely the kind of personality offered to him by cultural
patterns; and he therefore becomes exactly as all others are
and as they expect

~m

to be.

The discrepancy between 'It and

the world disappears and with it the conscious fear of aloneness and powerlessness. tt32
Fromm distinguishes between

g:~nuine

thinking and

p~eudo

thinking, the former lends to a true individual expression, the
latter to a paroting of others· thoughts (those of the mass media,
for example) a.nd considering them as one's own individual
thoughts.

Fromm believes Itthat we can have thoughts, feelings,

wishes, and even sensual sensations which we subject1.vely feel
to be ours, and yet that, although we experienced these thoughts

30l121sl •

.,

31,iW

32
a1s1

p. 18;.

., p. 186.

7;

and feelings, they have been put into us from the outside, are

basically alien, and are not what we think, feel, and so on. H33
Four types of unproductive social character are described
by

Dr. Fromm and he illustrates the positive and negative

attributes of each.

They include the receptive, exploitative,

hoarding and marketing orientation.
~

Receptiv§ Orientation.

"In the receptive orientation

a person feels the 'source of all good' to be outside, and he
believes that the only way to get what he wants--be it something
material, be it affection, love, knowledge, pleasure--is to
receive it from that outside souree. tt34 To love implies being
loved rather than giving love; information is sought from others
in.stead of making a personal effort to find an answer; in religious matters eVerything may be expected from God, nothing
from selt aetivity.3; "Sinee they cannot say 'no', they love to
say 'yes' to everything and everybody, and the resulting para~

lysis of their critical abilities makes them increasingly dependent on others. tt36 Traits of optimism, friendliness, and
genuine warmth are also characteristic of this form of social
character:
33~., p. 189.
34Erich Fromm,
3~.
36lh1£., p. 63.

Man

For Himsal"

p. 62.

By and 1arge 1 the outlook ot people of this receptive
orientation is optimistic and friendly; they have
a certain confidence in life and its gifts, but
they become anxious and distraught when their "source
of supply" is threatened.. They often have a genuine
warmth and a wish to help others but doing things
for otbftrs also assumes the function of securtng their
favor. 3 "/
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Fromm goes on to list these general positive and negative
characteristics of the receptive (accepting) orientation:
Positive Aspect

Negative Aspect

accepting •••••••••• passive without initative
responsive ••••••••• opinion i ess, characterless
devoted •••••••••••• submissive
modest ••••••••••••• wlthout pride
eharming ••••••••••• parasitical
adaptab1e •••••••••• unprineipled
socially adjusted •• servile, without self confidence
idea1istle ••••••••• unrea1istic
sensitive •••••••••• coward1y
po1ite ••••••••••••• spine1ess
optimistic ••••••••• wlshfu1 thinking
trusting ••••••••••• gul1ib1e
38
tender ••••••••••••• sentimental
Exp10itatiye

OEieniat~9D.

Th. receptive and exploItative
'j

orientations have the common basis and feeling that the source
of all good is outside themselves; it is possessed by another. 39

uThe difference between the two, however, is that the exploitative type does not expect to receive things from others as gifts,
but to take them away from others by force or cunning. n40

37a1Q.

38~., p. 114.
39l,W., p. 64.
40

lW·

This condition applies to all spheres of endeavor; in the
realm of material goods, that which another has will
better than one's own.

S'o€:ID

"They use and exPbit anybody and any-

thing from whom or from which they can squeeze something.
motto is:

t

Stolen fruits are sweetes t

t • tf L'.l

Their

Fromm notes the prev8:-

lence of traits of cynicism and underestimation:
Instead of the confidence and optimism which
characterizes the receptive type, one finds here
suspicion and cynicism, envy and jealousy. Since
they are satisfied only with things they can take
away from others, they tend to ove~rate what others
have and underrate what is theirs.~2
Positive and negative characteristics of the exploitative
orientation are the following:
Positive Aspect

Negative Aspect

active ••••••••••••••••••••• exploitative
able to take initiative •••• aggressive
able to make claims •••••••• egocentrie
proud •••••••••••••••••••••• conceited
impulsive •••••••••••••••••• rash
selt-confident ••••• e • • • • • • • arre'an~
captivating •••••••••••••••• seducing 3
The goardinc Qr!eptat!on.

The hoarding orientation is

essentially different from the preceeding two types for the aim
is to keep whatever is possessed and let as little as possible
escape. 44 "This orientation makes people have little faith in

/r 7, J1. i .-"

11 • 1---.,'.
1 c:-,
'-'- ~~.'.:-
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anything "lew tlJ.,,"y might.. get from the outsi r1e world; their security is based 0Don

hoar~tng ~n~

saving, while snending is felt

to be a threeto ,,4'5' Fromm cOllments that perJantic !)r'1.erl iness is a
hallmark a'1d a sign of attemrting to mastar the outside world.
"A constant 'no' is the almost aut'Jrnatir> defense against il"trusi::m; si tting tight, the answer t'J t:Je 0anger of being nushedo ,,46
Illustrating the situation Fromm declares that "they have surrounded themselves as it were by a nrotective wall, and their
main aim is to hring as lluch as

p~ssible

into this

fortjPi~d P!)S-

ition and to let as little as n)ssible out of it." 47 The hoarding
(preserving) orie'1tation is exemplified by these characteristics:
Positive Aspect

Negative Aspects

p~actical •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• unimaginative
economical~ ••••••••••••••••••• o •••••• stingy

careful •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• susnicious
reserved ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• cold
patient •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• lnthorgic
cautious ••••••••••••••••••••• : ••••••• anxious
steadfast, tanacious •••••••••• ~~ ••••• stubborn
imnerturbab13 •••••••••••••••••••••••• indolent
composed under stress •••••••••••••••• i '1ert
orderly •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• nedantic
.
methodical ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• obsessi?naI48
loyal ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ···nossesslve

4t::'Ibido
46 Ibid • , p. 67.
47Ibid., p. 6&:;'.
48 Ibid • , p. 115.

~

IIrk,t1ng

Qt+~ntation.
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From a consideration of the eeon-

'omic function of the modern market t Fromm constructs the fourth
type of nonproductive orientation.

"The character orientation

whioh is rooted in the experience of oneself as 8 commodity and
of onets value as e~change value I call marketing orientation. n49
This form of social character is a modern produot and not exemplified in eighteenth

OT

nineteenth century life.~O Isben's Peer Gynt

is used by Fromm to depict this type which

se~ks

its identity from

the opinion of others.
Peer Gynt tries to disoover his self and he finds
that he is like an onion--one-18yer after the other
can be peeled otf and there is no core to be found.
Since man cannot live doubting his identity, he must,
in the marketing orIentation, tind the convlctlon
of identity not in reference to himself and his powers
status, success, the tact that he is known to others
as being a certain person are 8 substitute for the
genuine feeling ot identity. This situation makes
him utterly dependent on the way others look at him
and forces him to keep up the role in which he once
had become successful. It I and my powers are separated
from each other then';indeed, 1& my self constituted
by the price I tetch.
According to Fromm there is both a commodity market and personality market. i2 "Since modern man experiences himself both
seller and commodity to be sold on the market, his self esteem
depends on conditions beyond his control.
49 Th4A

~.,

p.

68.

~0l.W. , p. 81.

5'1~., p.

73.

If he is 'successful',

he is va~uable; if he is not, he is 'N:>rthless."c:;'3 The sense ot
human dignity and pride are destroyed, tor it becomes necessary
to strive constantly for success.;4 One result is that individual
differences are evaluated by the quantity and not quality; a person bec<::lmes more or less successful than others in matters of
wealth, attractiveness, position.c;'c:;' Men were seen as commodities
for what they have, not as individuals tor what they are.
lamentable result is that a concern

t~

A most

be considered salable dom-

inates; true ~oncern for lifa and happiness are lacking.c:;'6 The
motion picture, is in Fromm's words "the most important means of
transmitting the so called 'desired' pers:>nality pattern to the
average man. n c:;'7 EdUCation has also tallen prey to the market and
its utility is too often measured in reference to market value.
Psychology, which was considered the study of man in relation
to living a more productive lite, has likewise been degraded.
Fromm laments this condition and writes:
e:'2~. , p. 69.
c;'3

.I.1'!.1d. , p. 72.

.,

c;'4llWl,

p. x.

c;'c:;'lR!.d. , p. 73.
e:'6~

.,

p. 70.

c:;' 7l21a., p. 71. Fromm goes beyond the usual conception
which would consider only public relations men, advertising men,
etc., to compete in a personality market. He writes: "Clerks
and salesmen, business executives and doctors, lawyers and artists
all appear on this market." (p. 69)

Knowledge of man himself t, psychology, which in the
great tradition of Western thought was held to be
the conditi)n for virtue, for right living, for happiness,
degenerated into an instrument to be used for better
manipulation of others and oneself in market research,
in political propaganda, in adVertising, and so on.~8
Success based on the opinion of others is the stimulus and
and for the market-orientated character who views the individual
as a commodity.

The market, however, creates a form of comrade-

ship in which all have a common aim, know their competitors' feelings, and sutfer similiar difficulties:
Everybody is involved in the same battle of competition,
shares the same striving for success; all meet under
the same conditions of the market (or at least
believe they do). Everyone knows how the others
feel because each is in the same boat: alone, afraid
to fail, eager to p1easel no quarter is given or
expected in this batt1e.~9
~

productiyq Orientation.

tfThe productive orientation of

personality refers to a fundamental attitude, a mode of relatedness in all realms of human experience.

It covers

ment~l,

emo-

tional, and sensory responses to others, to oneself, and to things
Productiveness is man's ability to use his powers and to realize
the potentialities inherent to him. n60 Important concepts in the
preceding description of productive orientation are tffundamental
~8lJ21g., p. 76.
~9lR1d., p. 74~7~.

6oI.l2!sl., P. 84.

atti tude" and "related.ness." Both terms '_mply that "we are concerned with man's character, nJt with his suecess. n61 The basic
elements of a productively orientated personaU. ty are
pect, responsibility, and knowledge.
are

als~

c~re,

res-

Actually, these qualities

the essence of Fromm's oonception of the meaning of lovel

Love is the productive form of relatedness to others
and oneself~ It implies respons1bility, car~ respect
and knowledge, !and the wish for the other person to
grow and develop. It is the expression intimacy
between two human beings under the condition of the
preservation of each other's integrity.62
The distinguishing factor of the productive-orientated perso
1s that h1s life is not an attempt to capture fame, succe3s, or
to spend a life in unproductive leisure.

The essence of produc-

tiveness is labor, to labor for someone, tor some special value,
while helping that objeet ot labor to grow spiritually, emotionally, and physically.

In this respeet it is not he who has

~ueh,

but he.:who gives much, who is trultrich. (In the Christian trad•

1t1on, to labor is to pray.)
This

ru~demental

attitude and relatedness of the productive-

ly orientated person ineludes working, loving and reasoning; eaeh
1s a hallmark of this type.

Dr. Fromm uses the following terms

to outline the produetive personality.

61l!l14.,

p. 8e::'.

62l,W., p. 110.
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p1sordQr in Society. InA ~ §Qc1et y 64 is a study or Western. culture in which Dr. Fromm contends that a culture
as individuals can be unadjusted.

tE:,$

well

The wars of 1914 and 1939

mldertaken 1n the spirit of keep1ng the world sate tor demooraoy
have been foll:)wed by periods ofbewl1derment when the conquest
of one form of tyrany wss s!1ortly followe1 by an':Jther.

The prob-

lems of a permanent means to peace have been sought by each generation and "according to Vietor Cherbulliz, from l~OO B.C. to 1860
A.D., no less than about eight thousand peace treat1es were signed, each one supposed to secure permanent pesce, and each one
lasting on an average two

years.tt6~

Rising standards ot living in Western countries and increased leisure time are usually considered signs of a prospering
society.

Negative efrects, however, are considerable and Dr •

• trom
Fromm uses information on suicide, homicide, and alcholism

the world Health OrganizatIon to illustrate this condition.

In

the tables quoted by Fromm, Denmark has the highest suicide rate

63l.R!4., p. 111. The pro:luctive orientation is developed
~n Fromm's book Ihi Al1 ~ L9ying. A brief review or th1s work
~s included in this chapter under the heading "Rev1ewing the Rei'tiewers. tt
64lrlcb Fromm t

Ib.I ~ Soci,tl.

6c;l.l2U ... p.4From H.B. Stevens, .I.lli a,e9yerv ~ Culture {New
,ork, 1949}t'p. 221.

66~., pp. 8-9.
67~., p. 246.
68~., p. 363.

But without ignoring the tremendous differences
between free Capitalism and authoritarian Communism
today, it is shortsighted not to see the similarities,
especially as they will develop in the future.
Both systems are based on industrialization, their
goal is ever-increasing economic efficiency and wealth.
They are societies run by a managerial elass and by
professional polIticians. They both are thoroughly
materialistic in their outlook, regardless of Christian
ideology in the West and seeular messianism in the
East. They organize man in a centralized system,
in large factories, political mass parties. Everybody
1s a COl in the machine, and hal to function smoothly.
In the West this is achieved by a method of psychological eondi!ion1ng, mass suggestion, monetary rewards.
In the East by all this plus terror. It is to be assumed
that the more the Soviet system develops economically,
the less severely will it have to exploit the majority
of the poplulation, hence the more can terror be
replaced by methods ot psyehololieal manipulation.
The West develops rapidly in the direction of Huxleyts
Btay, !Ix JQrl~, the East is today Orwell's 1984. Both
.
systems tend to converge. 69
HymBni.tie QommunitBriln

~9g~alilm.

Humanistic

Communitarian Socialism, as its name implies has a threefold
structure, 1) humanist ethics as a basis of relations between
men and nations which would foster 'the
growth ot produc\ively
.
~

orientated individual.and societies; 2) communitarianism, implying decentralization in commerce and politics (return to town
meetin"

for example) in which each man can express himselt and

be closely associated with individuals and well intormed on
problems; 3) soeialism, not only the sharing of profits and
ownership but also work experiences.

Describing some principles

of Humanistic Communitarian Socialism, Fromm writes:
Our only alternative to the danger of robotism
is humanistic communitarlanism. The problem is not
primarily the legal problem ot property ownership,
nor that of sharing profits; it is that ot sharing
work, sharing experience. Changes in ownership must
be made to the extent to which they are necessary
to create a community of work, and ttl prevent the
profIt motive from directing production into socially
harmful directions. Inoome must be equalized to the
extent of giv1ng everybody the material basis for
a dignified 11fe, and thus preventing the economio
differenoes from creating a fundamentally different
experience ot lite tor various social elasses. Man
must be restituted to his supreme place in society,
never being a means, never a thing to be used by
others or by himself. Mants use by man must end, and
economy must become the servant tor the development
ot man. Capital must serve labor, things must serve
life. Instead ot the exploitative and hoarding
orientation, dominant in the nineteenth century,
and the marketing orientation dominant today, the
productive orientation mustobe the end which all
social arrangements serve. 7

Summary

~

Evaluit1oD.

the problems which Fromm dis-

cusses may be considered in four units: 1) the psychology ot
freedom,2) types ot social character, 3) a panacea tor.an ailing society, and 4) some concepts on love.
In ElcaQe ltQm Friedom Fromm's thesis is that modern man
freed from the bonds of earlier forms of authority has not realized in his growth the intellectual, emotional, and physical
qualities which his new freedom grants.
As aneo-Freudian, Fromm places the study of man in a
sociologieal rather than biological orientation and departs from
Freud's teachings.

Social character, .. the specific form in which

70l.21.Q., p. 361.

~7

human energy is shaped by the dynamic adaptation ot human need.
to the particular mode of existence of a given society," is a
key concept in understanding the contemporary

soci~l

process.

Fromm considers man's first act of disobedience, mankind-.
first act of freedom as an "individual." He also asserts that
Eden was a place 1n whicb there existed "no choioe, no freedom,
and no thinking." In Catholic biblical tradition man is made in
Qod's imsle and has the faculties of thought and free will.
Actually, the disobedience in Eden was in itself an act which
involved thought, will and choice.

The position which Fromm

takes is held to be untenable.
Fromm consider. the historical period of the Renaissance
and Reformation as an era in which the emergence of freedom for
modern man commenced.

This new-found freedom which resulted in

the challenge to, and break-down or, old norms and conventions
marked the rise ot a feeling ot

alo~.ness

1n man; he became, 1n

Riesman's terms, a member of the lonely crowd.

Three methods

ot escaping the difficulties ot freedom are mentioned by Dr.
Fromm I 1) authoritarianism, 2) destructiveness, and 3) automat1on
conformity.

It is the third method, automation conformity,

which, Fromm's opinion, is the most common method used in our
soc1ety.
The receptive-orientated person teels that the source
of all good is outside himselt.

The exploitative-orientated

person also reels that the source of all good 1s without, and

":8

may use cunning and torce to take the desired object.

Those who

"have surrounded themselves as it were by a protective wall, and
their main aim is to bring as much as possible into this tortitied position and to let as little as possible out of it" are
said to have a hoarding orientation.
In the marketing orientation a person considers himself
as a commodity to be bought or sold.

He also view others in

this manner and a resulting awareness of aloneness becomes prevalent.
Fromm sees in the person who exhibits the s.tti tudes and
relatedness characterized by care, respect, responsibility and
knowledge as an individual who has the necessary elements to
form a productively orientated personality.
Humanistic Communitarian Socialism is Fromm's remedy for
an ailing capitalistic society.

This society based upon humanist

ethics would produce the productively orientated person\
~

Such

devices as the decentralization of work, politics, and congested
living, the sharing ot work, and a more equitable distribution
of the products of labor would be important factors of his plan.
Hlyiewing Ihi Reviewers.

Fromm emphasizes the sociologi-

cal rather than a biologically centered study ot man and draws
trom the disciplines ot theology, philosophy, history, and
economics as well as psychology.

In "The Coming Crisis in

Psychiatry" Walker Percy, M.D., discusses the biological and
humanistic influence upon psychiatry.

The issue is Simply this: is psychiatry a bi010gical
science in which man is treated as an organism with
instinctive drives and needs not other or qualitatively different trom those of ther organisms? Or
is psychiatry a humanistic discipline which must
take account of man as possessing a unique destiny
by which he is oriented in a wholly different
direction? '71
Russell Kirk finds that although

~ ~

SQc;letY "is

scarcely original in much it contains a good many insights and
interpretations and reminds us forcefully of the need for humanizing the industrial world and restoring the reality of community
among men." 72 This is to a considerable extent a valid appraisal
of all Erich Frommts writing which pertains to an analysis ot
society whether in contemporary or historical context.

However,

when Dr. Fromm forsakes his analytic adeptness to otter a cure
for society's i1ll, it is another matter.

John Dollard makes

these comments:
For myself I will say that this utterly Sincere,
unselfish and loving book co~es as something of a
shock to me. I hadntt realized that the sitUatIon
was so bad or that the remedy need be so radical.
I have been proud ot American capitalism as a
marvelous human inVention, oblIterating want~ reducing
drudgery, relieving pain, shoving a wedge ot weltare
under the f~et of every man--here, and eventually
everwhere. 73

71Walk:er Percy, M.D., "The Coming Crisis in Psychiatry,"
Ameri2§, Volume NO.~6 (January, and 12, 19~), p. 391.
72Russell Xirk, "Review of Ihl ~ ~ocletlt"
Chicago Sunday Tribune Book Section, p t . , September 4,
19?~, p. 2.
John Dollard, "Review of lli Sl!.rul soeletf " B.fm:
~ Herald Trlbune l122k Sectiqn, Se'ji't'eiiiber 4,9~&;', p.4.

"This is a book to provide reflection, but not a book to
put us on the road to sanity," writes Russell Kirk. 74 In his
review of Ih&

~

SOciety, Russell Kirk makes these observations

about Fromm's utopian state and the idea of a humanitarian
religion:
Fromm has no love for the levianthan state,
he thoroughly rejects totalist ideaologies, and 1s
highly critical of British Socialism. Yet his own
remedy for our present discontents, "Humanistic
Communitarian Socialism," is feebly presented and
generally unconvincing •••
Altho not really disavowing supernatural religion.
Fromm recommends a "religion of humanity" upon the
positivistic pattern, leaving quite out of accotmt
the failure of every attempt to persuade man to
worship man. Altho his suggestions for restoring
true community thru the establishment of voluntary
"utopian" socialistic settlements and a central
"cultural agencyt! are interesting, they retain the
mark of abstract "doctrine and theocratic dogma" •••
And when he turns to capitalism and socialism, Fromm
falls into the pit of 19th century ideology and slogan,
attributing to "capitalism" (an abstraction eoined
by Karl Marx) all sorts of ills that are produced
by technology and mass prod~ction rather than by
private control of the meana 'of production, and •
clinging to a rather timid hope that there is some
~agic in the abstraction "socialism" which will
enable us to forget all about the old Rroblems of
justice, power, leadership, and pride.7~
Bernard C. Rosen states in the American Sogiological
Rev*~'N

that "the central analytical concept employed in

this analysis of the insane society is Marx's alienation."

74Russell Kirk, "Review of The
7;llll.Il.

~ §oci2ty," p. 2.

'~1

In a further comparison, Rosen writes:
Like Marx, Fromm belteves this estrangement is a
product of capitalistic social organization which
puts profit and efficiency above human brotberhoJd.
In industrialized capitalistic society, human beings
are subordinated to things; man learns to think of
himself and others as commodities, objects to be
merchandised; success rests upon manipulating others
end permiting oneself to be used •••

Unlike Marx, who dismissed ideologies and art as the
"superstructure" of the economic sphere From-n does
not limit his analysis to economic institutions. He
points out that Western man's alien~tion extends
to his political, reltgious and recreational activities
as well. The Individual 1s atomized into political
impotence: he has opinions but no convictions,'
intelligence but little reason: the vote, but no
sense ot power. Mass man is esthetioally sterile:
he consumes the products of the mass media but ha
has lost his capacity to participate and create. y6
Fromm An4~.

In ~ A!! 2! k9Y1ng 77 Fromm develops

the concept of a productively orientated person.

Essentially,

care respect, responsibility and knowledge are hallmarks ot
love and the productive person.

T1I{o, reviewers, Father Aelred

Graham, OSB, and Rabb1 Jakob J. Petubhowski, add insight to his
analysIs of love, freedom and the productive person.

Father

Graham calls attention to Fromm's use of Marxian categories and
certain unclear aspects in his writlnc:
76Bernard C. Rosen, nRiY1~W .2.t 1Wl §Jua Soq1~tY. tt
Amer:1can ~9c1Q1Qgical Rey1ew, 01. '~i-;foctober 19t;'~), pp. 641-42.

At any rate it is with a sense alm~st of envy
as well as admiratIon, that one ~eads through
D.

book like 3rlch Fromm I s

~

A.t.t

~~Qving.

Orthodox Christians, no lass than others, may profitably be exposed to wlsdo:n of this kind. Not
everything Fromm says 1s wise: Karl Marx's (;ategories
=f t::tought are taken !l1uch too seriously, the idea
~f God
l Is, to say the least, unolear; the ~n~lys15
~f selr-love is disappolntiv.gly superfieial. ~3ut
the reader's assent wl1l be wQn by page atter page
of acute rewarding insights.7B

\:7ri ttng in rommentary, Rabbi Jakob J. Petuc!1owslcl
calls the At!

~ ~gy:1ng,

Us. profoundly

Jewish book,!' dnspita hI.

opposit1on to religious teachings:
'lIho must ha.ve b3EU"l aware nf how completely
he ~oves within the terms ot ~eterenee provided by
Jewish tradition t emd nho has been so el':)~1uant in
his apX'os! tlon or traCt! tional Jawlsl'i teachlYlg,
takes the opportnnLty ~t informing his readers that
he himself does "not think in terms ot a theistic
c'Jncept" and that to hi:'1~ "the eon",ept of God is
only a historically conditioned one in which man
has expressed his experience of his higher poweri,
his longing for truth and for unity at 9 given
historical period •••

Fromm,

However, Fromln does !TIote than dlssocia,te hlT~elf
from theistic ways ot thinking. He also produces the
evidence Which has led hlm to his p~esent position.
In itself, this is standard scientific procedure.
But his argument takes a form that is strtnkingly
r~men1soent ot rellgious polemics. Fjr Fromm
v-1,.:tuld actually have u.s believe that, b:r n:ba"1donin~~
theism, he 1s merely acting out the 10g1eal consequences of monotheism itself'. Ho'.t; rem.iniscept of' the
apostle Paul who fought 81ainst th§ law with arguments
bssed on the authority ot the law.79

-------78." elred Craham
Vol.n5(June 28,

1 QSB., uTo Love
19~() 32~-326.

One Another, It CQmrnoJlvtW.,

Jakob J. Petucho\9ski, lIErieh Fromm's M1drash
On Love," QommQnt§rr, (December, 19c::'6), ~47.

David Riesman cradi ts Erich f!'romm for some concepts of
the other·directed man.

And it is in the sphere of an analyst

of society that Dr. Fromm holds a position of esteem.

However,

his venture into socialism, a man-centered humanist ethic and

a dubious position of man's first freedom, it seems, limits an
otherwise valuable contribution.

,,4
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Int .. Inst. Soc1al Res j Columbia, 34-39; guest lectr.
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CHAPTER V
DIRECTION IN VALUES ••••• DAVID RIESMAI
David Riesman's purpose in developing character types is to
understand contemporary society rather than individuals. l His
typolOlY is presented in %hi

~9PelY

QrRMd,

"a book about

'character' in the contemporary seientitic sense of tsocial
character'- the patterned unlformitles of learned responses that
distingulsh men of 41fterent re,ioB8, eras, and ,roups.n 2
The term charaoter is not so inclusive as that of personality, for Fiesman defines character structure as "the more or
less peraanent, socially and historically cohdltioned organ1zation of an lndividual's drives and satlsfaetlons."3 Personality,
a broader term, would include inherited temperament, biological
and psycholog1cal components."'- .

~Y14 Riesman, 1n collaborat1on with •• than GlaZ~
f~!il
in .th!.
~. I~~~J!st9IJ.
iA t1b,raq t ll
p____ 1QI
\l9w~n, 1
,p. 3Stud!!.
•
2Dav1d Riesman in Collaboratlon with Reuel Denney
and Nathan Glazer, %h!. WAlly .c.rm., A ~ .Qt lb!.
CAln£!DI ".riclD 2bilIC£!r (New-Hiv.n,19;O), p.v.
3lll14., p. 4.

4lW .
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Tvo assumptions are expressed in the opening chapter ot
LQDelx grgwa.

Ih!

The first Is that character is socially conditione

the second, that there is an observable relatlon between society
and the kind of soclal character it produceSI

Since this study assumes that character is
socially conditioned, it also takes for granted
that there Is SODle Observable relation between a
particular society and the kind ot social character
It produce., What is the best way to divine this
relation? Sinee the social function of character is
to insure or permit conformity, it appears that
the various types of soeial character can be
derined most appropriately in terms ot the modes
of conformity that are developed in them. Finally,
any prevalent mode of conformity may itself be
used as an index to characterize a whole society.5
Details concerning the method used in the research

~~thPd.

and construction or the typolory are limited but further evidence
is promised in a future work~6 Kevertheless, some inSight into
the researchers' technique is gained from Riesmants acknowledgements ot the part h1s co-workers pl"yed in the writing of %b.!
LQnelr QrPld.
1. !he book was written in collaboration with Reuel Denney
and

Nathan Glazer.
2, A study of a cOmmunity in Vermont was made by Martin and

5'l,W..,

p. 6.

G ~ in tbe ~, published in 19,2, does not
contaIiliddItionalempIri.cal data which would substantiate the concepts developed in ~ ~ ~.
For a.n elaboration see the "Review o~ 1ll thi9tPW, t1
tretlgaa §9f,lo.o€10al RaylfY, XVIII (OCtOber, 195:2),
P chard T. ,aPiere, p. ~31.

Margy Meyerson.

3.

A Group ot interviews in Fast Harlem, New York, and

elsewhere was undertaken by Dr. Genevieve Knupfer and Mr. and Mrs.
Meyerson.
~.

Coding of the interviews was done by Rose Laub Coser.
Albert Halasi analyzed several handwriting specimens

from the interviewees.

5. Sheila Spauldine assisted with research on American
history, the population cycle theory, problems of "utopian"
thinking and in preparing the manuscript.
6.

Rorschach tests in the Vermont were gathered and

analyzed by Erika Eiohhorn.

7. Mollie Mansfield was mentioned as an interviewer and
in improving the interviewing auide.

B. Janice Feldstein helped build data on contemporary
leisure activities.?
Grantln,that
there are num$rous
~

ways of classifying people as evidenced in social science literature, Riesman writes, NI myself

~ye

chosen to emphasize some

possible relationships between the population growth ot a
society and the historieal sequence of character types. N8 In so
doing he seeks possible correlation between character conformity
to specific norms and to a population index.

7David Riesman,

81D14., p. 7.

In! ~OQe.y Qroyd, pp. ix-xi.
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An S.Shaped population curve, whioh is said to appear in the
histcTf of countries industrialized

~or

a long period, and future

projected populations of certain countries, constitute the basis
of the theory.9
The S-shaped population curve begins at a point when the

number of births and deaths are rairly equal.

This society is

heavily weighted toward the younger ages, for the birth rate and
death rate are both high.

During the later stages of the S-curve,

both birth and death rates are low.

The weighted area now becomes

that of a middle aged group.10 Frank W. Notestein's theory and
ter.minology are used by Riesman to describe tile S-curve:
Societies c~ high birth rate and equally high
death are said to be in the phase or Uhigh growth
potential", their population 'Would increase with
great rapidity it the death rate were lowered by
say a sudden advance in hygiene. Societies which
have passed into the phase ot decreased death rate
are said to be in the phase ot '.transi tional growth. tf
Pinally, societies which have passed through both
these 8arlier phases and are oeglnning to move
toward a net decrease in population are said to
be in the phase of incipient population decline. 1 1
The S-shaped population curve a.nd its Ublgh growth potential," "transitional growth" and "incipient population decline,"
from the nucleus around "'hich the theory of three "ideal types"
91b~g., pp.

7-8.

10~.,
n ,.f"
p •8
•

, 1ll.UA.

of social character and society are formed.

or
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Within each phase

population a definite social character type emerges, accord-

ing to

~iesman

when be states "that each of these three different

phases on the population curve appears to be occupied by a
society that enforces conformity and molds social character in
a definitely different way." 12
Me.bers of each society are said to develop definite conformity patterns.

In a society where the birth and death rates

are high, the term

~r!a1t1oD-2.recteg

the people and their sooiety.

A pertod of transitional popu-

lation growth is said to develop an
other-g~r~gted

is used to describe both

~nner-diI'eeteg

society_

An

populace and society develop when births and

deaths are low, this 1s the phase of incipient population
decline. 13 That cbange in population age distribution (and all.
its implications) cannot determine character all by itself is
noted by Rlesmaft; for factors such

..
8.$.

size of the countrt, rate

of change, distribution of change among the soc1al classes, and
persistence of tradition also must be
Xra4,tiQD-4,rec$ed §Q2,etl.

consldered.'~

Areas ot high growth potential

may be found in India, Fgypt, China, and other areas relative17
12 T l-. ... A

~·t

p.

9•

13lli,4.

1~~_, pp. 9-10.
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untouched by 1ndustrialization. 15 Hindus, Hopi Indians, Zulus
and Chinese, North African Arabs, Balinese, and the majority

of people living during the Middle Ages cen be included in this
category of tradltlon-dlrected. 16
The parental role and that of the clan are the chlef agents
of socialization In this society.

Children learn at an early

age the role they are expected to playas adults.

Although the

child may receive intensive training in technical and manual
skill, there is little change from generation to generation in
adult rOles. 17 Author Riesman comments on the role ot family
and clan 1n influencing the young.
In Summary. the ma30r agency of character
formation in societies dependent on traditiondireotion is the extended family and its environing
clan or group. Models for imitation are apt to be
generalized in terms of the adult group as a whole
rather than confined to the parents. What i8 imitated
is behavior and specific traits such as bravery or
cunning. The growing child d~s not confront problems
of choice very different from those he watched his ,
elders face; and his growth is Conceived as a
process of beooming an ol~~r, and therefore viser,
interpreter of tradition.
Because of the

hig~

birth and death rate, there are many

young observing and im1tating a small number of adults whose

1,1..2!d. , P.

10.

16Ib1d • , p. 13.
1 7.lRJS.
p.

.,

18

.,

lill

39.

p•

4c.
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roles they will one day assume.

The parents of tradition-

d1rectedchildred do not consider a. child's dest1llY' will be.
different from their own, nor (loes the child take it upon himself' to shape his

Own

lifetime goals or destiny.19

Wot being

accustomed to change, naw solutions to problems in agriculture
and medioine, conditions in which people have acoepted and
formed habits, a:re not earnestly sought. 20 Although this type

of' society seeks a traditional conformity in activity, the
individual himself may still be highly prized.

He has a certain

function to perform whioh relates him to other h1embers of the

society.

This form of individualism and sense ot belonging is

noted in these words.

It is not to be thought, however that in
these societies, where the acti vi ty ol the ind1 vidl)sl
m~.ber is determined by characterologioally grounded
obedience to traditions, the individual may not be
highly prized and., in ma.ny instances encouraged to
develop his capabilities, his 1nitiative and even
within very narrow time limits'h~s aspirations. 21
~

Although this society may have a maximum number of people
"adjusted" to its tradition, it does not necessarily mean that
the people are happy, for the SOCiety and its traditions may be
sadistic or diseased. 22
19 .

,ill4. , p. 17.

"0
~

Ibtd • t p. 11.

21TftiA

~·t

22

lJ214. ,

pp. 11-12.
p. 12.
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Inner-directed §og1ety.

When a society is in a phase ot

transitional growth, people no longer are guided entirely by
traditional norms.

increase in

th~

With a decrease in the death rate and an

birth rate, the population expands rapidly.

Included 1n this expansion is a pressure upon traditional customs.
David R1esman

~ons1ders

the Wl3stern society wh1ch emerged with

the Renaissance and Reformation and is only now vanishing an
exrunple of inner-direction.
characteristics wh1.ch

He describes some of the

a~company

a change from tradition to inner-

direction:
Such a society is characteri$ea by increased personal
mobility, by a rapid accumulation of capital (teamed
with devastating technological shifts), and by an
almost constant expansion; intensive expansion in
the production of goods and people, and extensive
expansion in exploration, colonization, and imperial1sm. 2 3
Inn!i!.t-gireg~i9p.

and Choige.

'!he problem of personal choice

1n an inner-directed society is handled by channeling the., choice
through a r1dgid, highly individualized eharacter. 24 Traaition
alone is not sufficient to keep pace in this rapidly expanding
~oeiety.

set of

The individual relies more and more upon an "inner t1

~oals

implanted in him during childhood.

Riesman sees

the inner-directed person equipped with a psychologioal

'gyroscope which helps give direction and maintain l1fe goals.

Trf'

1nncr-c11:r~Jctf]d
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person j.s al so oapable of ]. eaming thrcugb

Qxr:cri(Jner:' and public opinion -provided tt;at trey can be
reconciled tc his goals.
fl·::;rsonfJ.l mobIl! ty is not predetermined

d1rect<!ld suciety.

6.S

1n the trac1 tlon-

The child begins to see the vuried positions

vtieh he rr.ny L1.ttc:c:p tc undertake.

Looming on the horizon Gre

ne,... ways of utilizing skills nne! ab111 ty, sCr.lething which did
not occur in tradi t1on-dircct"Jd society.

However, an uncertainty

of roles occurs because of the mero mobile sc;cial order.
nct~.;s

T>iesman

this new feuna social mobil! ty and ensuing ct.angE:'S which

accompany th08 prE'paration of children to li.::;sume adult roles.
The new' .,1 tuation

ereat(~d

by

iner(:a.s~d

social

implies tt:at childrEn must f:r'<:,'quently be
sociaJ1zod in such 6 we.y as tc be unfittf.tQ. fnr their
rarents· roles, whl1 c being fl tted 'f'OT' r-ol es net
as yot ~lly deteI~ined. Nevertheless, the drive
instilled in the child is to liv8 up to ideals and
t~ tnst his ability to be on his own by ccntlnuous

~cbl1lt]

experiments 1n selt !.t.astory instead of fcl10wlng
tra!l t1on. 2 ,.
.~ .

Tb,e SenpoJ,. Schooling in this era is
1mper-sonal matters.

e(,!lcc~rn'.~d

Sexes are seg!"'ege.ted, teechers do not

aet1vply participate in socializing tastes or

relations, and

th~

p~'er

group

chl1dre·n are in school to learn a curriculum,

not group cooperat1on. 26
adolq.3e!~nt3,

lurgely with

The inner-directed ch11dr(TI and

given a set or goals by their parents, hav',) th¢.l'se

1d+
€(lals backed by thE' setoo]. system which they attGna.

gu1d~

and he1 p.

niesma:.:1

not~s

Although

ttat .a sen:'HJ e,f lonelin',ss occurs

in thE' child:

We cum S0e ttat ::'n Q, 3cci~ty which values 1nnerdirection lon,~lincss and even persecution are not
thougi:t c:! &s tb~ WCl".:;t of' fates. The parents.
sometimes even tl'iG teachers, may have crushing moral
6;uthori ty, but the peer-group has less racral WC'ig:ht,
clamorous or nJcnacing though it may be. wbl1e adults
s{:ldom intervena to guid~ ax;rJ help thF~ lonely child t
neither do they tell him that htil shou1d bt1 nart of
H c:c'cwd a!~.d luust baVtJ run.27
'
Inner-clil'ect,.3d pE:'oplft expect much of th':'IDselv.::s and also
flf tt+:'ir children.

~1t"ltsman

notes a feeling of heavenly

predestination 1n their attitude toward suocess, for if' one
prosp'~.rad

1l1stdrifJl1y 1 t \ias indeed a good omen.

riot satisfied with mere behavioral oonfol1i11 ty, suoh
B.

pa.rcnt C'(:l1t&nds cont'o::1l11ty

or

a

mOfllt

subtlE~

sort,

confo:cmi ty 8.S evidence of chara.cterological f'1 tncss
and sclf-(~:t!-)ci'Plln(;. The?url ~an, t~~mi:'clal1y,
:·'.)10ntlesnly scrutinizes bis ohl1drim Sf; well as
.,
himself for sigllS of (:)leBa1on. that is cf salvation
by th<:~ ~r'edl!lstinl11r God.'
~eg1il

free

.ti.:a.t:s. Valyes

inner-diI'~ct(Jd

~~.

Hlosman -.130 commen.ts that

man 1s fr;Jquently qui t,;,:

in08.pabl~)

of casual

relationships, i9 p.1"'eoccuplod with hIs o\>m conoerns, and worries

fLbout vastine time. 29

27~., p. 69.
?H

.~.,

29Ibid.

p. 4':) ..

The inner-direoted r::,Em has waging within
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himself a struggle against apathy, for there could be no plaoe
for sloth within his hierarchy of values.

He sometimes would

build a myth, for example, civic apathy.

Attacking this type

of evil, he could develop a feeling of worthiness. 30

If the

inner-direoted person is influenced by Protestantism, he will not
waste muoh time but rather devote his leisure to some form of
self-improvement. 31

A hobby or some form of home craftmanship

may be expected of some inner-directed people.

Here the craft

may be used to invent or devise an article which could be
applicable in the oompany suggest10n box. 32
The inner-direoted man looks at work in terms of produotion
gained by intellectual and technological means, and not in skill
and technique in influenoing human cooperation.

The labor supply

1s abundant and workers' attitudes are not considered problems
to a great extent.
considered

~ood,

Relationships among management are also

for inner-directed :~men can cooperate on., tasks,
~

although they do not approve or like each other. l3

A

willingness to work long and hard for a long term gain in money,
power, tame or achievement is characteristic of their ambit1on.3~

30lR1Q., pp.

128-129.

31T~4A
~., p. 1 69.

32l.l?1s1., p. 352.
33~., PP. 115-116.
3~~b1a., p. 118.
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This inscription found in a New Haven cemetery is a fOod
description of the qualities and ideals esteemed by men in an
inner-directed era.
In Memory of Thomas Darling, Esq. who died
Nov. 30, 1789
A Gentleman of strong mental
powers, well ImProved with science and literature,
____to the study of philosophy, habituated to contemplation and reading
in moral reasoning.
ot deep penetration and sound judgment, respected
for modesty and candor, benignity and self command
in his intercourse with mankind honest and benevolent,
amiable in all the relations of social lite and
filled a variety of public offices with fidelity
and dignity eminent abilities as statesman and
judge an early professor of Christianity its
steady friend ornament, and defender with a
rational and tlrm faith in his God and Savior:
he knew no other master.3S
Thus far two types of conformity have been illustrated.

The

fIrst, tradition-directed generations, received their values and
cues to aotion trom a well established family tradition pattern.
The primary hallmark of the second, inner-direction, is that
conformity is 11&:1n1,. attributed to an·internalization of adult
"

~

authority which was implanted during childhood.
achievement is
these norms.

ga~~ed

During life

b,. an evaluation of self in relation to

Finally, a type emerges that is not overly

influenced either by tradition or an internal set of norms.

David

Fiasman considers this type other-directed and calls attention
to the importance ot peer groups in this eraa
The middle class urban American of today, the
"other-directed", is, by contrast, in a character-
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ological sense more the product of his peers--that
is in sociolorical terms, his "peer groups", the
other kids a.t school or in the block. In adult l:i.fe
he continues to respond to these peers, not only
with overt conformitY as ~o people in all times
and places, but also l n a deep~r sense, in the
very quaIl ty of r;is feelings • .30
QtPet-dlrec£ed SogletX.

on

the S-shaped population curve,

the other-directed SOCiety emerges during a period of incipient
population decline, for there is a net decrease in the number or
births and deaths.

During this period production has outrun an

increased consumption, fewer people work on the land, and leisure
increases because of shorter work hours.

These conditions, how-

ever, nroduce new problems ot a high speed industrialized society
in a world ot closer contact and

ag~tation

between races and

nations. 3?
The other-directed man represents to a considerable extent
a portrait ot contemporary American man, but R.iesman makes special

reference to urban living and

upper-~1ddle

class lite:

!he type of character I shall describe as
other-directed seems to be emerging in very recent
years in the upper middle class of our large clt1es:
more prominent in New York than in Boston, in Los
Angeles than in Spokane, in Cincinnati than in
Chl111cothe.3 8

Tbe advent ot industrialization and bureaucracy, the shift
from a production to consumption economy, brought with them an

36,b1a. ,

p. v.

3?.a.a_ , p. 18.
381bid. J. p. 19_

· '

.
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increase in social adeptness and skill in dealing with people.
Social mobility exists, but it is dependent chiefly on one's
relationships with other people.

Concerning social mobility,

:Riesman writes that "it depends less on what one is and what one
does than what others think of

hC''W \'.;ompetent one is in

onE:''''-l\ri~

manipulating others and being oneself manipttlated. "39
Clues to improve social skills are sought from contemporarie
and the inner-directed is not flexible enough to make the require
rapid adaptations in his personality.40

The other-directed

contemporaries or peers do not, however, necessari17 set
definite norms to sufficiently satisfy, for they are themselves
seeking the same answers from others.

Hence, there is a tee1ing

of uncertainty:
Silhouetted ima~es of saJ! and SOCiety, parents in
our era can only equip the ~hild to do his best, .
whatever tret may turn out to be. ~~at is best is
not in their control but in the hands of the scbool
and peer group that will hel,p locate the child
eventually in the hierarchy.~1 ~.
An urban settIng or subu!'b is the most common res:ldence for

the other-directed family.

Both the family and their living

quarters are small and an increased amount of contact among
members of the family results. 42 Riesman writes that the child

391la!4. , p. 46.
40l.919.. , p. 48.
41
p. 49.
~

..

42ll!,1g,. , p. 49.
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attempts to solve the problem 'of how he should make good through
his peers instead of through tradition or an inner set of values:
The other-directed child, however, faces not only
the requirement that ne make good but also the
problem of definine v!t&t making good means. He finds
that both the definition and the evaluation of
himself depend on the company he keeps: first,
on his school~tes and teachers; later, on peers
and superiors. 1t3
Estucation

!mS

reer!_

The teacher's role in an era of other-

direction is a direct contrast to that of inner-directed society.
The classroom atmosphere bas changed from one of rigid formality
to a more sociable mean.

Conveying ideas of tolerance and

sociability is emphasized, there is a more informal seating
arrangement in class, and the teacher is concerned with the
adjustment of her students to the otber ehildren and tel herself.
Riesman describes the teacher's role in terms of an opinion
1eader and taste maker:
The teacher's role in thi~ -si tuation is often ,
that of opinion leader. She 1s ~he spreader of the
messages concerning taste that come from the progressive urban centers. She oonveys to the children
that what matters 1s not their industry or
learning as suoh but their adjustment in the group,
their cooperation, their (carefully ~Ylized and
limited) initiative and leadership."
Judgements of peer groups takes on great importance in an
other-directed person's evaluation of himself and others.
Socialization of tastes begin very early in life for children

·

.'
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today, and their tastes and opinions on cars, or television
programs, for example, are an index cn which they are rated by
other children,

They are learned in matters of consumption long

before being in a position to be actual consumers.

Herein 11es

a considerable difference between inner-directed and otherdirected children, for as proficiency in production skills was a
characteristic of' inner-direction, skill in consumer tastes and
opinions are charaeteristie of Other-directicn. 45
The importance of money has also undergone
in the transition to incipient popuJetion dE-cline.

Eo

change

MonHY connote

pur-cbasing power, but the valued currency today is also approva.l
by

th'! peer group.

This point is discussed in Plasman f S

~vri ting

on socialization of eonsumption preferences:
Today the currency into which all values tend to
be translated is no longer money but appraisal by
the peer rroup. And this value, much more patently
than money 1s subject to booms,and busts on manifest
sooiopsychological grounds; i t·~ does not feel
substantial either to parents or to children. The
appraisal of the peer-group 1s aJways stated, in
the tinal analysis, in terms of a consumption
preference. Whereas the simple cost of a commodity
was the most important tact about it in the days
of inner-d1reotion, today in other-directed circles,
though money still makes a difference, it ~~ the
peer group that does most of the talk1ng. '+0

!I
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In an inner-directed society, there

wer(~

also socially

cetermined consumption tastes, but no,t to the extent c,f oth€irdirected society's influence. 4 ?

The extent of group influence

has changed this to a notable lack (f' individuality in consumer
preferences.

Riesman descl.'ib'o1S this change

in

tii:5te formation

as a situation in \-!hieh indi viduali ty is tratned out of the buyer I
The consumer today has most of his potential individuality trained out of him by his membership in the
consumers union. lIe is kept 'Wi thin hi s consurlption
limits not by goal-directed but by other-directed
guidance, kept from splurging too much by rear of
other's envy, and consum1ng too little by fear of
his own envy of' the others. 4 8

QopSliPership_

r.fany of today-fa mass media. are

child market, the futUre formers of taste.

dlrect,~d

to the

Here the idea of

preparing people to be articulate in differences of quality, of
being well informed oonsumers, is apparent.
The common element

or

consu.'nership is present in both

children and adults whether in the iealm ot comics and t07s or
editorials and cars.

Riesman also discusses two other important

changes t namely, the s1 tuation in which

th€~

ma.ss media are read

or heard and the other in the torm of stereotyped heroes.

He

contrasts the lone reader of an inner-directed era, with the
group projects of comic book readers, and joint listeners of
programs like the Lone Ranger.~9

The second difference is found
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in the type of hero found :i.n fairy tales and the modern comic
book in

~lhlch

the new

hf~ro

wins, :rules or succeeds with ;lase:

In the fairy tale the protagonist j.s frequently
an under OOf figure, a younger child, an ugly
ducklin€, while the villian is frequently an authority
figure, a king, a giant, a stepmother. In the comics
the p::'otagonist i. s art to be an invulne e ab:.8 (\r
near-invulnerable adn1 t ·.vho is eqnipp!:>(1, if not
with supernatural pm,<'ers, at 1~8st with t"lO guns
and a tall, terrific physique.'

Ih!

~sfne§3

§gent.

Business men in an other-directed

society are acutely aware and sensitive to what others are saying
on how business should be conducted.,1

A different view towards

business seems to be held by the new generation which is interested in human relations to a greater degree than the older

Riesman writes of the new ethic of trustees to the

generation.

public and the concern for "model" business evidenced in younger
business men:
They seem stll1 to be

concerne~

about making money,

and to som,,:; Gxtent they ar8, but· they are also

•
concerned with turning their company into the model
"'hich they learned at bUSiness sehool. BI).sines~3men
recognize this new orientation when they speak of
themselves, as they frequently dop as f"t:t"ustees ll
for a variety of publics. And wh1le they try to
manipulate th'}se publics and to balanc(~ botween
them,. they, like the political leaders, are manipulated
buy me expectat1Q.Os the publlc has, or 1s thought
to have, of them.'~

50~.t p. 103.

51lW,. t p. , 38.

,2lR1£.,

p. 139.

·.

,.
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The exp8nse account i'3 e:specially

er:rEjctiv~-'!

in this, an era

of consumption and helps to establish good will, provide a bit
of fUn to th,,; bl1siness rOlltin t } , and enhance the good-fellowship

of the user.

Rid3man also notds the amount of tim':.: spent in

socializinG business.

He considElrs th ..':! short t 3ning of ,,,ork.ing

hours, the business luncheon, coffee sessions, golf games, good
will tours, talking to salesmen a.s indicative of the shift from

a more impersonal business procedure of iIUler-directed soclety.5'3
Recent books and later mov:! "3 such as

f1iMeJ.

~

and lli¢ecutive §uite

ll:ua

~

1utbe

~

have portrayed circumstances

and conflicts with corporate life which to

som~

extent reflect

the imag:: of tbe other-directed society eharacterized by Da'!id

wiesman.
In his recent book, tpe OrgMaz;ation

~t

\4illiam H. Whyte,

Jr., discuSS2S some of the qualities of men in modern corporation
life and the conflict between indivt-dttal beliefs and corpprate

This same theme
by Th<?odorG Levitt in which

relation to m.odern business.

~lesmants

oc~urs

in an article

typology is discussed in

Is the buslness-ma,n s\lcumbing to

a form of "groupthink n in his judgments?

Is he being submerged

into passive conformity by mass production, mass bureaucracy?
Mr. Levitt writes that "Instead of producing the eharaeter with

a lively, vigorous zest for conquering new frontiers, the eoonomy
tn,

53lR14.,

p. 142.

54w1111am B. WHyte Jr.,

~ Qrsalliz't,op H!n (lfew York, 1956).

11lt
of abundance is producing the

pt~rsonali ty

\-ihich puts security

ahead of cllunge and !'outjne a}-,ead of adv(mture. ft '"
He does not, hOVeV€;T, ccnclude the.t all this is cause for

pessimism, but

rath;~r

diY'Bct,,,d taJents
~lHnrin£

\tIi]}

that a combination of inner and otberhenefi t scciety. 56

Attitudes Toward Busine;!s !!lll

Worls.

"The Other-

Directed :r1ollnd of Life: From Invisible Hand to Glad Hand,"
Fi<jsL"!anfs sixth chapter heading, in i tselt CivHs a shoz-t but
cryptic account of a change in business IdecJ logy and man's
orienta tlcn to"mrd his work.

ru:cing an era (,f intensive

production, inner-direction D1Em are job-tnlnih::d, occupi')d by the
difficu1 ties of producing things and of improving their

character.

In other-directed sOCiety, the era of

man is involvod in the manipulation of people.

O'h'll

consu~ption,

The cther-

directed man 1s people-minded, h1s predecf'!s::.:or, job-minded.,7
The n[laC! hand" c("mnot(~s this chanf61n ttln sociaJ.1zat1011 of

,,!Ork.

A For'2man,

fOI' exatl.pl~""l,

isu med:ta t(lr between the men

above and belc'\:T h1msnlf ana he 6.1 AO deal with personnel men,

sufety dlrcet0!'s, production engineers, comptroll.ers'
representatives and othf:;r men on the tr.::e.m ()f indirect
ment. 58

nIEmat~e

All of these transactions require skill in meeting

55Theodore Levitt, "Changing Character of Capitalism,"
Hsrvard Business Feview, (July-August, 1956), 39.
~6

.,- llli.,

p. 47.

'7RiGsman, The Lonely Crowd. p. 131.

,8lbia.
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people.

Although people a1"e the central problem of industry,

Pingman wri t;:~s, this does not mean that modern develo;1ment has

halted

oth(~r

developments in the tooline and )Lachine process ot

industrialization:
tho newer' industrial revolution ,.,hleh has
reached. its greatost force in. America (and hits
el;3ewnf~7'e, 8.3 in Fne1a.nd) is eonc'?rned wIth techniques of communication and control not of tooling
or facto!'y l.ayout. It is slmbclized by the telJpho!lGs,
the servo-meohanism, the IBM machine, the electronic
calculator, and modern statistical methods of
controlling the quality of products; by the Hawthorne
~~~~s~~~~;t;i~~r;~;~ie~5~ th(~ general. preoccupation
HOW("~Vt1r,

An increase in soolal a.nd job mobility reflects another

situation in American business lite.

Here Flasman notices that

6
"if one is successful in one's craft, one is forced to leave it."
The impl1oation 1s that oraft skill 1s used to a limited extent,
whereas dealing with people becomes the main task.
professor is ma.de dean, a doctor

th~

When a

bead of a clinic, the new
•

positions demand more work among peorrle and less in their chosen
field.

In this change from eonoern wi tit craftmanship to concern

about people, Piesman makes an historical comparisom in which
the peasant and nrtisan become members of the proletariat through
the pr'oceSS'3S ot industrialization:
Indeed, a society increasingly dependent on
manipnlation of people is almost as destructive of
the craft-oriented professional and businessman as
III society in the t1arlier stages of industrialization
'9~.t p. 132.
60~., p. 133.
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13 d0structiva of th0 handicra~t oric~ted peasant
and artisan. The professional of' the more-recent
ryeriod is Dushed upstairs into the manar2rial class
while the artisan
the earlier period-was pushed
Into t~,,~ p:ro:jlet.~riat; n.nd this t·:?stifies to a
nrofound difference in the two historic situations.
Yet in both ,~ag~s thG industroial proc()ss advances
by building into machines and into smooth-flowing
crganizaticns the skills tLat '''01''0 once buil~i
by long characterological process, into men.

of

Ib!

Exegutlve.

The modern executive is placed under pressure

to become .! blend sd.. other-2&rectlgn anc this produces a strain
especially if' he has been influenced by inner-directed values.
A con:flict in tdeals develops and resistance to "glad-hand"
bUsiness practices occurs.

That old ways have not completely

surrendered to the new 1s noted=

Moreover, just as modern

bus~ness

puts

pr~ssure

on

many people to become Oth!:)r-directed the resistance
of our many inner-directed people de ays the complete
captu7"o of the economy h:r the glad }~and:Jrs :6~e
inner-direeteds won't do business that way.

r

fall tics.

In pol1,tics, the

directed people carry

eVG!'

in~er-directA(1

and other•
some of their attitudes towar'd work.

The inner-di:rect:>d man sees him!3elf ane society

to be worknd on and improved.

a~

something

rho other-dirC'ctc,d man is more

likely to view polf tics as one who

se(~ks

to unde':'stand, to know,

for such knowlede:(:: brings acceptance by a fleer group.

It is

Riesman t S ganer-al thesis that in poli ti,cs tho inner-directed man
expresses himself' as a "moralizer," the other-directed man
61 1bid ., p~. 133-13~.

62~., p. 136.

11 '7

expresses himselt as an "inside Dopester."

With a shift from

inner-directed to other-directsd society he also notes a
shifting ot political mood from "indignation" to ntoler&nc'3"
and in politica) deCision from a ruling-class domination to
dispersed power among competing pressure groups.63
To describe the inner-directed's view of politics, F.iesman
likens it to his work orientation and competence, but does not
imply that all inner-directeds respond to politics or are
moralizers.

They may also be apathetic:

Presented with a political m~ssage he S6G3 a
task in it, and, far fI'v<L seekin~ tc d~mcnstrat8
his knowle6 e of personalit1es by explaining its
meaning, h~ r'esponds wi U, e.mot1cnal dJ I'cctn.::ss a:1d
often naivete. While this, however, does not mean
that all inner-directed pcopl~ are I't;spotlsive to
polities and are moralizers, one sees in America of
the nineteenti" centuI'Y &, pOWerful tendency to
moralize the well defIned interests of the self
and hence to \€spond to political ~ttack by politi~al
indignation. 6
The inside-dopester, other....dir~cted man, knows a eOllsiderable amount of what other think about politics.

This under-

standing and knowledge aces not, however, make him domineering
in using his persuasive powers.

Inside-dopest~rs

may value their

knowledge and ability for peer-group status and apnroval but may
shift their responses as the group changes its opinions.
Another type, although active in politics 1s viewed as a

-

63~.t p. 177.

~~., pp. 190-191.

consume~
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of inside information, not a producer of pollCy.65
P1esman considers one-half of the United States politicall,.
indifferent and this indifference 1s expressed ln a v8ri'1ty of
ways.

A trad! tion-directed lndl vidual is ea.118d an old sty1.e

indifferent, not because he rejects politics but becaus8 he
either thinks it isn't available to him or he does not have the
ski1l or knowledge to enter politics.

On thl:l other ha.nd, the new

style indifferent, knows Gnough about politics to rejoct it and
enough about political information to refuse it. 66
The inner-dir,ectod man of the nineteenth c!;ntury could
identity himself with political issues mere easily than today's
consumer of mass media, politioal coverage, and news.,

The

transition from looal to state to national to international does
not leave an individual with a specitic view of where his own
interests lie.P7

AytSW9ll., Wi thin the soaietie$: depicted bJ J{iasman ,are
individuals who are adjusted, anomie, and autonomous.
intensely interested in autonomy, and how it may be

Be is

obtaint.~d.,

tlTbe 'autonomous' are those who on the whole are capable of
of conforming to the behavioral norms of their society--a
capacity the anomies usually laok--but who are free to choose

65ll14.

Septembar 27,

1954,

p.24.

66n.!4 •. , P. 2'+.

r~,£1\~Ars1nan',1h£'

L.Ql!eJ..I

QrS2W,

p. 201.
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whether to contorm or not. n68

In defining the adjusted, he writes

that "the adjusted are those who reflect their soCiety,

(1'

class within the soCiety, with the least distortion. u6 9

their

The

anomie, coined from Durkh(dm's anomique meani.ng ruleles::>,
ungoverned, is broader than its original metaphor, for Pit:)sman
would place a higher value on the maladjusted or anomie than
the adjusted in certain cultures. 70
In Intervie:ws with OVer one hundred and fifty people, it was
'found that only three or four people might possibly be classed
as autonomous and a very considerable group could be classified
as anOllic. 71
Cliet obstacles to autonomy in other-directed societies are
their definitions ot, and attitudes toward, work, the false
personalization that occurs in work and enforced privatization.
AI though it is easier to list barriers to autonomy than mE·ans
to attain that status, Fiesman

does'~ give

some possible

r~med1es:

~

1.

Cut false personalizationbYautomation. 72

2.

Reduce mont on)" in work by rearranging plants, cut travel

time by relocating planta. 73

68.xw.,

p. 287.

69~., p. 287.

7°;tb.".
71~.t pe 290.

72ll:1Q..,p. 323.
73lR!4., P. 318.

Expand trades that cater to leisure.

120

7l+

Individual deoision .... Example , 'l'horeatl ••• Ile ChOS0 an
occupation which allowed him considerable leisure to do th1n.gs
he personally enjoyed. 7;
~e

primary way to autonomy is not, however,

best realized through leisure activities.

~ork,

btt is

Fiesman writE:!3 that

"we should consider the pcssibili ty that, if the ctht:r-directed

is to be made fref?, it wi1l be not by 'Work but bj play.

The

first step may consist of giving play a tar higher priority as a
producer both of societies and charactEr than we give it today."76
Summary ap9 Eval¥!t1on.

Lgne.l

Cr2W~

David Riesman's purpose in the In!

is to understand contemporary society rather than

individuals.

Tb.e study is intended to be a stimulus to thought

and assumes 1} character is socially conditioned, and 2) that
there is an observable relation between SOCiety and the kind of

social charaoter it produces.
It was written in collaboration with Reual Denney and
Nathan Glazer.

Part of the research background consisted in

1) a Vermont community study, 2) soma

int~rviews in

Bast Harlem,

3) several handwriting specimens were analyzed, 4) research in
American history and leisure aetivities, and 5) Frank W.
Notestein's population theory and

ta~minology

are used in

establishing types of societies.
Wi th each distinct pl::ase of populs,tion, a \'1c>finl te ;.locial

character type is said to emerge.

These types of societie:3 and

individuals are called: 1) "high growth potential" in ,""hich a
tradi tion-directed society develops, 2) "transitional grOi,rth lt
phase, which corresponds to an inner-diract''jd society; and 3)
"i.ncipient popula.tion decline"
directed society

phas\.~

during ,,,hieh an. other-

~merges.

In a tradi tionhl-dir0ctt::d societypa:rents are th0 chief
agents of socialization along wi tb the clan;

th(~

people arc not

accustomed to change and folIo\,-, long establish'Jrj norms in their

living.

ThF'; population is characteriz.::d by h1.gh birth and death

rate.
During an inner-directed era a decrease in the death :::-ate
and increase in birth rates occurs; the population expands
rapidly.

Traditional norms are no longer supreme as

new~orizons

appear with inoreased scoia1 mobility and a.n accumulation of
capital.

The

lnner.direct~d

man is a person whose values are

produced and channeled through a rigid and individualized
character.

Parental goals and values are backed by the school;

subject matter and not social goals are stressed.

The inner-

directed man is not prone to casu;al relationships, for he is
preoccupied with his own ooncerns and struggles against lethargy.
He is

~.n:rluen~€d

by Protestantism, devctes leisure time to se1f-

developmGnt and his work situation is impersonal; it is "material..

centered" rather than "personality centered."
The society in which there is incipient population decline,
decrease in the number of births and deaths, is call "otherdirected" sooiety.

Produotion has outrun an increased con-

sumption, there are shorter hours, more leisure time, and a
skill in dealing with people develops.

"It depends l •• s on

what one is and what one does than what others think of one-.and
how competent one is in manipulating others and being oneselt
manipulated" writes Riesman.
Influenoe stem.

nei~her

trom traditional norms nor inner

values but trom the opinion of oneta peers.

Urban lite is a

oharacteristic and the school has changed from an ataoeJhere

ot rigid tormality to a more sociable mean, the teacher acts as
an opinion leader. ,
Peer groups hold great Importance to the other-directed
person tor they serye as taste
and guide. to consumership.

mak.~s,

personal evaluators,
•

Consumer training begins early in

life and most potentIal individualIty is eventually trained out.
On the business scene there is more interest in human
relations, a contlict between personal ethical standards and
corporate norms is noticeable.

The inner-directed man was some-

what impersonal at his work, he was "job-miDded".

The other-

directed man, on the other hand, is "personal1ty-centered."
Riesman contends that one-half of mod*rn America 1s
politically indifferent.

A man may be well informed (inside.

dopester) but uses his knowledge for peer esteem, not as an
active citizen.
It is autonomy, a status wherein a person may conform to
society it he so chooses but.is tree to select his own valu•• t
in which Mr. Riesman is ardently interested.
following ways toward that evasive state:

He su@gest. the

1) cut false

personalization of work through automation, 2) relocate plant.
and reduce job monotony, 3) make individual deCisions (RiG.man'.
example, Thoreaul,and
activitie.,

~)

expand trade. which cater to leisure

For Riesman "play is the thing."

Riesman·. influence upon those in the field of social
~cience

has no doubt been oonsiderable.

It does not end there,

but rather moves to other areaa sucb as Pusiness.

His

popularity can 1>0881817'''' partially explained in terms of atyle
in writing, tbe use ot adaptable phrases like "inner-directed"
and "glad-handeru , and tbe timelineasot" the work rather than
"

~

in terms ot more detailed study such as Sorokin's.

In his

introductory remarks, Riesman makes it olear that

this study should be considered as heuristic, stimulating
thought, not a dosmatic presentation.

Certainly he bas succeeded

in this respect.
The theme of the entire work is also very closely connected
with everyday occur.nees, familiar to many Americans in various
professions.

It is not only an ortega?? who toresees a mass man,

77i9~~)~rtega Y. Gasset, ~ ~evolt~ ~ Masses (New York,

121s-

but we living in this form ot society see ourselves in the mirror
of the other-direoted's charaoter.

His work is timely and articulate but the evidence and
methods of researoh which Mr. Riesman uses or cares to tell the
reader about are not commensurate with the high quality of
desoription used to demonstrate the typologies.
Although opening remarks in %it LgnellCIgwd do state that
the emergenoe of other-directed individuals is taking plaoe in
the upper-middle class, primarily in urban areas like New York
and Los Angeles, later connotations would seem to characterize
Americans 1n general as other-directed.

%Q!

bQP.ly

~rowd

giYes

evidence of being a remArkable work of observation, speculation,
deduotion and declaration, but studies ot only a Vermont
community and some interviews in East Harlem can not be deemed
as representative ot the entire United

St~tes.

Bevertheless,

the declarations of Riesman take the- torm of' trueisllls readily
~

acceptable and' observable though not easily documented.

In some

instances the phraseology has the ravor of Thorstein Veblen
although Riesman does not consider himself a devotee of Veblen.
That people 1n all eras conform to established norms
whether they are of a trad1tion or inner-d1rected nature is
acknowledged by David Riesman.

However, the manner and attitude

by which an 1ndividual accepts that conformity is another matter.

One may conform under duress, pasively, act1vely or as an
atagonistic cooperator or dissenter in all types ot societies

mentioned in

~

Lone.y

~rQXd.

This point is discussed by Biesman in conjunction with
adjusted, anomie, and autonomous individuals.

Autonomy, freedom

to choose that which one wishes, was founo in only three or
four of about one-hundred and fifty individuals who were
interviewed during the Riesman study.

The activity which

Riesman believes can most readily foster autonomy and

s~e

of

the difficulties which the other-directed man faces is leisure

But the leisure which he suggests is an activity where
the deepest meaning of leisure 78 becomes lost in a context where

activity.

"play is the thing".

Here Riesman t s views foster an attitude

which may be described in Erich Fromm's terms as an escape from
freedom rather than a positive productive use of man's talents
and energy.

If large segments ot American culture are permeated with
tt groupthink",

peer group approval arid- apathy, it would se,em more
~

likely to suggest as the title

or

another Riesman book79 does,

a reconsideration ot individualism, not a passive acquiescence

or resort to a leisure of consumership, as a means to this
evasive quality called autonomy.
But these remarks are already being tempered by labor'.
quest for a four-day work week.

Will autonomy result from the

78Joset Pieper, ~e1,ure ~ Blsis ~ ~ltH£1 (New York, 1955).
79David Riesman, insi~v~dual!s, Bespps!dereg(Glencoe, Ill.,
lr:)::,L:.) •
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decrease of working hours or will it bring about greater attempts
to satisfy an :!.nsatiable appetite tor pleasure";

This question

may readily be ansvrered j.n generalizations but only by
individual daily decisions can it personally be resolved.

Be-

cause of the gro\\ring importance of leisure activities in
Amorican life a portion of the appendix to this chapter is
devoted to Russell Kirk's stimulating analysis of Piesman's
concept of leisure.
Though Rissman credits Frank W. Notestein for the
population theory and terminology used in

Ttll? ldon!!~.Y

Qr91TQ,

Notestein in a recent article acknowledges the original work ot
Warren 8. Thompson:
For our purposes it is more useful to consider
each of the three types of demographic development
first propos.ed by Warren S. Thompson, for whioh,
however, I prefer the descriptive ti~les: (1)
Inoipient Decline, (2) Transitional Growth, and
(3) High Growth Potential •••
Thompson discussed these types under different
names in his book fl e ntl Rt pepRll, published in
1944. (First edition! Itllnoaster; Pa., '!'he Jacques
Cattell Press, seoond edition, New York, The Ronald
Press Co., 1<)1+.8). In faot he used essentially the
same types in a paper I had until,reoently overlooked,
which was published in 1929. "Population," AmeijicaD
lpprnal ~ §ps'912IY, XIXlV (6)1 9~9-97~. May 1 29. ao
Both Margaret Mead and RUlsell Kirk oontribute to the
analysis of Biesman's work.

Kirk considers him a pragmatist,

8O,rank w. Koteste1n, "The Population of the World
in the Year 2000," Joseph J. Spengler and otis Dudley
ed., Demographic Analfsis, (Glencoe, Ill., 19;6), p. 3~.
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influencod by James, Dewey, and Fromm, but transcending those
sources.

Kirk wri tas that "the improbable assumption with which

t-Ir .. iUesman begins 1s an abrupt application of certain

demographic theories to the analysis of national character. tf81
He also states,
Philosophically considered, Mr. Rissman is a
pragmatist immersed in the stream of becoming,
with no strong historical sense, and no conviction
of abiding values. He is much lnf1uenced by William
James, John Dewey, and by Erich Fromm. But he
transcends his sources, repeatedly asserting the
strength of his indep'3ndent judgment, respectful
toward his teachers b~~ not taking them for the
law and the prophets.
Margaret Mead states that Rissman·s description of the
other-directed man is in accord with other contemporary writers.
She also comments:
In his description of' the "other-6irected" character
Riesman's work acoords well with oth0r observations
made by a variety of' other stud.ents of contemporary
American oharacter (Erikson, F~omm, Gorer, Woltenstein and Leites, myself, ete.) although the
psychological apparatus which hEr uses a..rtieulately
in someWlhat slighter •••
The wider hypotheSis has some of the sweep
of th(~ earlier geoeraphic or economic theories of
the dependence of social character on some single
identifiable underlying causal ractor. It is subject
to refutation by the same sort of argument, and it
will be a. test ( I f tho::: ID8.turi ty of contemporary social
sientists whether they are willing to take this new
large-scale hypothesis, add the saving cla1;se, nether
conditions being equal," discount the extent to which
the character structure which Riesman bS;3ociates

81 Pussell Kirk, &. frogram I.2.t &ionservativf;§ (Chicago, 1954,
p. 88.)

82ll?111.

12~

v,;1 tl: 1nclp1tmt popu] atien dt.;·cl1n<iJ 1s boiso s},:9clfleal1y
Americen twenteeth century, and find8~timulatlon
and nt.!'t;/ l{'.aas within it nonetl::eles;:;. j

Mr.
tb~t

IiIld

H1E)Sn~lon

begins his study

~

1&1t(;:ly &;1'gw2 by suggesting

it is to be considered as htturistic--to

In thlsrespuct he has, no donQt,

to th1nking is but

Ii.

stinlU!lI.t(~

~ucceec-d.

But a stimulus

beginning in solvin€ problems.

resolve thu question of autonomy and leisure it

thcugbt...-

And to

l$eeUlS mOl'e
r'lJ.

fi.ttlng to heed th~ admeni tiona of Josef Pieper and russell Kirk'

83t-iarcaz>et

Mead t

ttBti>R1ex s.t lh.!. l&Illt.ll. 9r 9W, tt Itil"'~·~Qb.n

Journal of SociololY,

t arch,

1~~

8'+Selectlons from the wri tin,. 01' 'russell Kirk and
Josef pieper are included in the App(mdlx of this ehapt€tr.

·

.
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nUSSELL KIRK DISCUSflES DA'rlID HItSMAN'S CONCEPT
(IF

LEISURE

And one of the most precious posses:;lo:p.s of any
elevated civilization is true leisure, out or which
grow moral philosophy and the arts and the sciences.
This being so, it is. heartening that a number ot
American thinkers are now giving the prClblE!w of
leisure serious considerat1on, among them some
persons much influenced bf Veblen',s wl'itines.
Mr. David Riesman, r~r 1nstance, recently published
a little book about Veblen; and in ~ ttone~ Qrowd
and certain periodical essays, Mr. RIisman as
touoh8d upon the paradox that thougb we are possessed
of labor-saving devices and an efficiency ot production no other ago dreamed of, we still do not
knew how to employ our leisure, and, confusedly,
often try to escape from it. A writer f,::rt1Ie in
suggestions, Mr. Riesman recognizes the gravity
of the problem; yet though he lias emancipated
h1mself from the thralldom ot Veblen's notion that
l~isure is mere ostentation, still I am inclined to
believe that Mr. Riesman bas not yet succeeded in
arrl·n.ng at first principles. For he thinks of
le1sure, by and large, as play, recreation, something
to be used uP, as if it were rather an 8mbnrra::>~;ing
surplus of bu'tter or potatoes. He still is a Bentham! t·~ at heart.
.~ ..
To Mr. Riesman, pIal' (whiOll-he virtually
,
identifies with l,~isure) is to becons occupational
therapy t the substi tutionot obsession wi tfl spending
for obses.3ion with getting. Spending, literally,
is Mr. Riesmants favorite form of leisure activity.
tlMarket-rescarch" on a. grand scale is one of his
few positive suggestions tor restoring variety
and purpose to exist0nce among the other-directed
masses: "Perhaps, rather than or in addition to a
't>1orl<l t s fair, advertisera might Send out 'salesmen'
whose purpose it was, not to sell but to give away
coods. They would seek to discover re&;:,ons for
bloCk8fes in chOice, and, afain like the play
therap st, try to encourage the nonoash 'customers'
to become more free and imaginative. "this plan 1s

intended to emancipate children from "privatization";
but HJ". ;)ieSfi";.an ha.s similar schemes to alleviate
the loneliness of adults. In an article entitled
tl Some Obsnrvations en ChangE::s in Leisul'e Atti tUd8S t tf
published in a reeentnumber of the Antioch nev!ew,
hfj wri tea of "discoveries being made em the frontie,,'S
of consumption" as an enriching of the possibilities of
lelsu:!'('.

Tho self-service SUper'lilhrket and the ccokbook

industry will free "the children now g'Towing up
In our (":eIDonstration 5-uburb tf of "fears, guilts, and
awkwardness about food." We shaJl become gourmets,
tee flee fren the 10nelin,:;;ss of the crowd.
Is this, then, the appointed end of all our
l'labol'ate devicf's to save J abor"? l.fr. RJesms.n offt·rs
searcely any lIlore elevatt:d form of leisure-aoti vi ty,
except for & tasty ruf~rOl~e to other "frontiers ft in
music, painting, literature, conversation, sports,
End the "chall[ing strlc cf vaca.tions." Mr.
Riesman's mind, I repeat, remains wholly Benthamite.
D1srELell SEdd ence tl'at th€: Enflish-spC'Gk1ng

peoplf~s

contused creature-comforts with civilization;
certainly 1!.r. FiE::sr;an does. "rnthus1ests for progress
are to me strange enough," J. F. Stephen wrote in
Liberty, rgJa~Jni ty, ;:::'Uaternltz. The progress ""hleh
most men worship seems to be an 1ncreasinf; Hrfeminacy,
~en

"less t;;arn€.st1y ct:sirons to bet wtJat tbey witnt,

ano more afraid of pain, both for themselves and
fer others, than t:t:ey used to be. If this be sc,
it appears to me that all ()the~ gains, ~Thether 1n
Ylea.lttl, knowledge, or hlilllanlty; -afroI'd no
equivalent. To be less strong 1'3 to be less ot a
IDEm whs.te'Ver ,.;lse you Illay be. tt
Mr. Riesn:an, however,
is rather pleased by the apparent retreat from
strenuous activlty in ] eisure, f.;.no 5D111t ;$ 8. b1 t
o

contemptuou.sly at all old-fashioned lei!,ure occupations,
'It/bether ll.ristocratic, mid6le class, or plebeian;

he suggests that if the advocates ot the old i.dea
of ft recr(~ationtt presume to oppose the gX'ea t tendency
of the times-like Rowntree and I,avers in their

FrtriSP
L1fi and ltebs¥re-all their values
be extIrpated, w tF; little to replace;

W

Now
doubt1.ne
1cnists"

remedies

simply
them.
I think ths.t Mr. Riesman Is rig:bt in
the efticacy of the solutions of "recreat....
like Rowntree and L5.vers; 1'01' their principa.l
tor the boredom ot the crowd _re "a ",ell-
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conducted campaign in favor of chastity,n "open-air
entertainn;ents, tt b8ttf;}~ soft ....drinks, more ad'lll teducation lectures, and the encouragement of
hobbiGs. They ha.ve nc' cJ (·ELr aprreh(,nsion cf the m€;aning
of the work leisure; but, the, neither has Mr.
r: ieSDIf:.n. The decay cf the proper cmplo~~mcnt of
leisure, and the degeneration of the word inself in
common USl'igI2, t8.V(; !r.tlcb to dc, wi th the present
social boredom that menaces even the framework
of poll tic&l 50citc't:,. If \"'E! are to aprrcElcll this
problem intelligently, we must bogin '\\'i th a
bette:!' und,c']'8tanding of tLc "'lOrd t'leisu~'c" and of
the WOI'O ",Toy'k'! than "eblen or Piesmli.n or fowntree
PCSStS50S.
Two years B(O, a significant bock by
Professor Josef Pieper, a German philosopher
pointed the 'Wej' to a n;r;;'H accu:rate apprehensIon
of "le1sUi'stl: Leisure ~ Bast! S!I. 9p1ture.
And thirty y8&:"~S ate thex'c was publist nd a book-a new printing appeared this year--by an American
c~~i tic which cont~ins an adm1:rc.ble discussion
of "work": Irving Babb1tt t s DemOCf!Ql and keager~.

Leisure, as Pieper tells us t is cont(~mplation.
liTo thcs(~ "lho livE'; in a world of nothing but "Jork,
in what we might c611 the world of 'total work,'
.~J.t.I

-i.,

n"''::>SU'1''1:;:,'h"ly·
1:".1...
.....,.-.u.,.
.."ouno'",
,J
...
..~

il'17oral
•

",,~;.,

__ ,

.:><'
g.
•. J

o'''',•
thau
J
~J..

(ll-r,~cted
. . . . -.;..

at the very foundations of human society."

The
Ha.!·xist detest th~ vJl:cle
"ealm cf contemplation, for cqntomplaticn ref'uses,
by i t~:; v:'l'Y Gxist(~nC2, their systen: of ru8.t':'rialism ...
Under the regime of tre Marxist" plonner, leisure
1 s abclis:-.d and the man who has th(J capac! ty for
thought is enrolled as a "brain-worker"- commonly
at wares In:·'\=.rior to thoso cf a manuCil labor'~~r,
as in YUgosl&vla. To the masters of ttG total state
the cont(,mplativG: is E.. dal1gerclls lIt&n;lo," in his
le1su.re 'he i"scapes from the surveillance, and presently
I-cis iceas may r2tUf'n to earth to undo the total
~l,GnthalJll t;J:

state.

Dno the

ContemT'lation, intellectus, is

tlJE~

highest

faeul ty in ma,n; Aristotle sUfg(:sts that it
partakes 0f something mere than human; .::;.nd for
this r'{~a:,~on, too, th~' 3qlla11{3 C"11sal"ci:3 cf the massstate dread leisure, since they want man to be
sheer animal. Tru8 leisure is net idlsn2ss •••
That sloth of spirit, that boredom
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with the universe, which brings on the incessant
but purpOS6l,';:3s activity or thG Tonely Crowd.

Russell Kirk,

A frpgram for

Qon~€rvatlv:,;§,

PP. 127-129.

.
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DAVID RIBSMAlf DISCUSSES HIS OWN EDUCATIOlf

I grew up in a household in which there was far
lI.ore than avera,e interest in education. My tather was
a protessor at clinical medicine (and later at the history
or medicine) who strongly opposed specialization in
medical education (he would tod&)" be an advocate of the
Comprehensive Care programs) tostered humanistic
interests in his studeitts anA internes, and emphasized
the clinical arts rather than the laboratory sciences
in hi. ward rounds. My' mother, a Br7J1 Mawr ,radns.te who
had remained close to the college's educational afrairs,
became an early devot.e ot progressive education. She
helped found a progressive eo-ed country day school near
Philadelphia, in part in protest against the coldly
cla.slcal education I had gotten at William Penn Charter
School; she sent M1 brother to what was tor that time
s radically experimental boarding scboo1 in England, she
greatly admired Arthur Morgan and Antioch, and of course
John Dewey_

Ind.ed eTen it I had not been brought up as
a rebel agaInst conventional education, my experience
of Penn Charter and or Harvard would probably have turned
me in the same direction. Penn Charter, when I attended
it was a bOJ't'" private day .chool in Philadelphia,
dating proudlYIJack to the seventeenth century and still
sufferIng from it. It was as drIly scholastic as a
Friends' school could be, wIth,fto art or music save a
kind ot Boola-Boola glee and mandolin club that performed
at vario\1,$ girls schools around ~the city. Athletics were
heavily overe.phasized. My seven years or Latin and
three ot Greek were mostly rote 1earn1ng. The moral
climate was Klplingesque, and the soolal lite .nobbish
and competitIve. The favorite masters were "character.,"
whom the boys could eas117 get around; they strove to get
us through the College Boards but had little enthusiasm
for their subjects. The teacher ot English micht coach
1n sports or advIse the school play or magazine-imitatIve
ite•• , both-but otherwise would have no awareness ot the
student (le' alone ot possible blockages In learning),
save possibly in terms of his parents· social standing.
I would term such a school, as 1t then was-it 1s very
different today "decayed claSSical," on the assumption

that it onee had the qualities that made Arnold's
Rugby a great school, just as many schools today
are "decayed progressive," having lost the qualities
of the pioneers of progressive education.
Harvard ColJege in the late 20's seemed to me
and many of my tellows hardly less sonolent. Its qu:lity
then is captured in George Weller's novel, l'!.21 12 Eit'l
Not t2r ~-a ti tIe taken from FEer.on' s reference ·~o
some snakes he once observed who seem(;d present on the
earth not to eat, nor for love but only glidir4.
Indeed t for many of us, includlnf, Weller, the Crimson,
the unaerrraduate daily, ana other extracurricular
activities served as an escape from the wary sectionmen who were either pursuing their Ph.D.'s or had gotten
them too long ago and were embittered assistant professors
in their late middle years. When I wa.s a Crimson editor,
I left sports to othc.'r editors, and poll tics (of which
in the last years of Hoover there wasn't much) to still
others, and concentrated on the quality of undergraduate
life and the cirriculum (I wrote a long essay tor
Irving Babbitt com'9aring the educational theories of
Goethe and rousseau). I get int(:restcd 1.n the !'f)lat10n
between dormi tcry tp>chi tecture and studE;nt values,
criticizing the then-mooted Hardkness Rouse Plan ro~ its
imitation Geor~ian front and imitation Oxford Ideas.
I helped begin a. practioe of issuing a guide to the
courses and the men whc taught them-something whose
cruelty I couldn't appreciate, and realized only when
I myself became a teacher and was mortified when
someone walked out on a lecture or fell asleep. For
to us the Great Men of' Hal'vard,~goJnE' of whom 'We pilioried
as platform ham actors, seemed so far aw&.y that they
could not possibly be hurt by anything wc said. (I
should add that many of us felt the same way about our
distant parents in those still somewhat Victorian days.)
MOreOV€T, B.3 prof;J'hl'l chairman of tt.e Harva'·d Llb\.~I'al
Club, I brought to th~ College a number of speakers who
appeared to be doing interestinr things in education:
Alexander Meiklejohn, late of Amherst and then ot the
Fxperimental College at Wisconsin; Clar0.nee Cook
I.i t tIe, th f!D of Michigan; Hamil ten Eol t of "0111n3for those Kerl:: pl'i:::ne days of enthl!siasm and experimf>nt
in the educational world.
Thereafter, both as a la\1 stUdent and teacher
I took an active interest in legal education, sharIng

in the movement, still under way, that would bring
more systematic social science lnto thE' lawyerts
training. Since coming to the University of Chicago,
I have been part of the unique educational experiment
of the College-a program that has brought a steady
stream of visitors to examine our feneral education
courses and to trace v:Jth us their own educational
experiences. In the College and in the Committee on
Human Development as well &5 in the Sociology fepartluent
I have had a hand in several researell€s of an inte:rdisciplinary nature and, having been consul ted a.bont a
number of others, I have gained some first-hand
acquaintance with the problems of res~;arch as 'Well as
teaching that crosses departmental lines •••••

D.R.
Brattleboro, Vermont

June 195'6

kg

David Rissman yonitr&int
Varietl .!Jl American
Educat12n, UniversIty of Nebras a Press, 19)6, pp. 2-~.
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Chapter VI
COMPLEXITY IN CONFORMITY
The tlt1e of thls chapter

lmpl~es

three thlngs.

1) lt

assume~

that the manner in which the four authors approach the problem of
socla1 character ls ot dtverse and sometimes complex method; but
2) their conc1uslons 8.re rather slmlliar in selecting alleged
norms of contormity; and 3) an indivldual t s own actions are complex whatever his mode of contormity may be.

An

habitual manifes-

tatton of group-approved attltudes and ideals is the connotation
ot the term conformity.
In the first part ot this chapter brief comments upon the
methods, typologies, and conolusion. ot Sorokin, Mead, Fromm, and
Riesman will be presented.

Since eaoh author offers a host ot

stimulating 'and controversial material it is not p3ssible to consider the msl11' ramifioations ot

all~heir

more salient ideas are discussed.

In~the

work.

Some ot their

seoond part some ot the

positive contributions of Sorokin, Mead, Fromm and Riesman are
mentioned.

The last part presents research problems whioh have

developed with this writing and require further researoh.

e1t1t~m SQtQk1g.

The basic and un1tying principle 1n the com~

parison ot methods, typologies, and conclusions is Pitirim Sorokin's Sensate, Ideation and Idealistic cultures, espeoially the
Sensate culture system.
Sorokln oonsljers Western man, both Eurppean and American, to
be living in a dying Sensate culture, a culture whlcb Sorokin oontends will ohange to an Ideational one.

Sensate values are pre-

dOminately material and relative, whereas Ideational values are
permanent and directed toward absolute ethical norms.

Idealistic

culture blends the h~ghest traits ot Sensate ou1ture with those ot
Ideational culture wlth the Ideational values remaIning supreme.
Professor Sorokin describes the characterletics ot Sensate
culture in this brief !nalusive descriptions
Sensate Culturel . Domlnance ot EmPiriCisml Materialism,
Temporallsm, Determlnism, Nominalism, Soc ological
Singularism, The ConceptIon ot~Corporatlon or
Juridioal PersonalitY' as aft Expedient Fiction,
"
Ethios ot Happ1ness (Hedoni.m, Utilitarianism,
Eudaemon1sm) Vany Disooverles and Inventions!
Dynamio Charaoter of Social Lite with a Rapi.
Rate ot Change, Visual Style ot Painting, Seoular
Realism and Naturalism in Literature! wlth Sensualism
and even Sexuall._, Pure or Diluted secular Power,
"Adjustment," "Unadjusted," and "Socially Dangerous
Persons."
1sorokin, It p. 33.
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In many instances Sorok1n t s Social and Cultural Dynamics i.
a study otthe highest quality using somewhat unique empirical
research methods ot a Sensate culture though Sorokin prefers the
Ideational and Idealistic systems of truth and life.

't"arlt 1iI4.

Anthropologist .ead stresses to the point of

overemphasis the success factor in An4 I!!A

~ Powdet~.

"To

get ahead, to make good--these are the goals which are impressed
on American ch11dren--to go someplace else, get on with it, count
your success by the number of l~ss handicapped ~hat you have passed
on the road. tl2 The inadvisable use or an exclusively Freudian psycbological basis has previously been pointed out by Sorok1n. Both
these tactors are to be found abundantly in a Sensate culture.

align Er o. .- Deviating from Margaret Mead in psychological
method. 1s Erich Fromm, a neo-Freudian who describes social and
cultu~al

influences upoa man.

Fro. . advocates a change 1n psy-

choabalysis trom an orientation of biology to one of sociology_
Dr. Fromm

write~

as an analysit ot man, but in so doing he

draws upon disciplines $lch as theology, philosophy, psychology,
~eonomics,

history, and relates their influences which have en-

phanoed or detracted trom mant, quest of freedom and happiness.

PrBduetive and non-productive orientations are the two main
eat~gories

of Dr.

Fro~t

s typology.

Included in the non-produ ctiv

type are the receptive, exploitative, hoarding, and marketing orientations.
The individual who teels that the source of all good is outside himself is called a receptive-orientated perton; the exploitative-orientated person is of a s1m1liar attitude but will resort
to cunning and force to attain the desired objeot.

The hoarder

builds up a protective position trom which he expeots to receive
but not give.

The marketing-orientated person is said

to charac-

terize modern sooiety in which man oonsiders himself and others as
oommodities to be bought and sold on a personality market.
not

~

It is

hi trull JL but !hi1 others think .2.t: him that counts; not

the caliber of man he is, but what he can draw on the commodity
market as he sells his talents.
marked of this orientation.

Loneliness and aloneness are hall

In this

~context

the ma.rketlng orien-

tation would compare to 'lead's success tactor and Sorokin's descri
tion ot the materialistic values ot Sensate culture.
Distinguishing characteristics ot the productively orientated
person are care, respect, responsibilIty, and knowledge.

The mar-

keting and productively orientated descriptions are perhaps Fromm'
most notable contribution, for he takes untenable position of advo
cation a form of a vaguely described SOCialism, Humanistic Communitarian Socialism, as the panacea tor

8

disordered society.

Aloneness and loneliness, two traits Fromm uses to characterize modern man, seem in an historical perspective common elements
faced by men in all ages.3
~ax~a 31~§man.

David Rissman uses the terminology and three

population types attrIbuted by him to Frank W. Notestein to depict t
respectively, the tradition-directed, inner-directed and otherd.Irected societies.

However, Dr. Jotestein recently acknowledge

the work (1929 and 1944) of Warren S. Thompson in formulating the
three demographic types' of societYI

High Growth Potential, Trans-

Itional Growth, and Incipient Decline.
In tradition-directed society, parents and the elan are the
chief agents of socialization.

The inner-directed man's values

are channeled through a rigid individualized character.

The con-

temporary other-dIrected man depends upon peers for his evalua3Rev. Newton Thompson S.t. D. aM Raymond Stock,
Complete Concordanoe To The BIble (Doua,. Version), tst. Louis,
1945) pp. 33-34. Perhips-these bIblical quotations ~)t aloneness
would be best to exemplify the fact that this condItIon is not
new or found only in modern society a Gen 2 18 It is not good
for man to be alonel
Num 11 14 I am not able alone to bear all this •••
23 19 this people shall dwell a10n,a and shall
Dent 33 28 Israel shall dwell in safety and alone
Ruth 21
, wh,. art thou alone, and no man with thee
Job 12 2 are you then men alone, and shall
23 13 he is alone, and no man can turn away
Ps
24 16 mercy on me: for I am alone and poor
Ecce 4 10 woe to him that is alone.:t"or when he
Isa 28 19 vexation alone shall make ,{ou understand
49 21 I was destitute and a10nel and. these
Bar ,4 19 go your way: for I am left alone, I
1MB. 13 .4 tor Iatael's sake I am left alone
John 8 16 I am not alone, but I and the father

14?
David Riesman.

David Rissman uses the terminology and

three population types attributed by him to Frank W. Notestein
to depict, respectIvely, the tradition-directed, inner-directed
and other-directed societies.

However, Dr. Notestein recently

acknoW1edgedthe work (1929 and 1944) ot Warren S. Thompson in
formulating the three demographie types of society:

High Growth

Potential, Transitional Growth, and Incipient Decline.
In tradition-directed society, parents and the clan are
the chief agents of socialization.

The inner-directed man's

values are channeled through a rigid individualized character.
The contemporary other-directed man depends upon peers for his
evaluations and opinions.

Riesman credits Erich Fromm for some

concepts used in the tormulation of his other-directed character.
Whether the study of a Vermont community and some interviews in East Harlem give sufficient evidence on which to generalize about America is, of course,tncredible.

It is also doubt-

ful whether hand writing analysis which Mr. Riessman used in The
Lonel! Crowq has a valid place in the social sciences.
Mr. Riesman's concept of Leisure, a leisure of consumership in which "play is the thing" lends itself to an epicurean
ethic which might lead to an "escape from freedom" rather than
the productive use of treedom.

Riesman's epicurean leisure

and Erich Fromm's panacea of socialism indicates that these two
writers ofter confident and often commendable analyses of
society but shaky and controversial solutions.

~j

The basic overall conclusion which each writer states is
in the writers opinion, best made in Sorokints analysis of

Sensate culture, where there exists a predominance of material
values.

The produ6tively orientated person, however, (compare

to Sorokin's Idealistic and Ideational types) offers a wholesome
direction of valuea.
The inversion of norms which makes the material an end
instead of means, results in a false emphasis on material success (illustrated by Mead) and an ensuing feeling of aloneness
(Fromm) follows.

David Riesman, though stressing the worthy

status of autonomy, seems to make that also an end instead of
means.

What each author as well as all men seek is felicity,

and it is in recommending the means to happiness that the social
scientist need turn to the philosopher, for Riesman's concept
of leisure and Fromm's socialism might well lead to greater
evils than they are intended to reotify.
ContriRut1oos.

Pitirim Sorokin presents a masterful re-

search project which utilizes the skills of twenty researchers.
His Sensate, Ideational and Idealist cultures are broad "ideal
types" which serve as an ultimate basis for comparison of societJes.
Margaret Mead effectively shows the influence of success
values on the formation of character in a matriarchal society.
Her preoccupation with the Freudian psychological basis should
demonstrate to future researchers the pitfalls of that unitary

·,

.

l.~"~r

method.
Erich Fromm effectively illustrates the alienation and
aloneness whioh occur in a society which reduces to near oblivian the dignity of man by making him an economic commodity.
His prodUctively orientated person and The Art 2t L9ying are
stimulating examples of an affirmative use of life.
The influence of peers, the plight of the other-directed
man, and the necessity for a "reconsideration of individualism"
are three important contributions ot David Riesman.
of this thesis concludes as did

In!

The writer

Lonml! Crowd with Mr.

Riesman's poignant remark:
But while I have said man things in this book
of which I am unsure, of one thing I am quite
sures the enormous potentialities for diversity
in nature's bounty and men's capacity to
differentiate their experience can become valued by
the individual himself, so that he will not be
tempted and coerced into adjustment or, failing
adjustment, into anomie, The .~idea that men are
created free and equal is both true and misleading
men are created different; they lose their social
freedom and their individual autonomy in seeking
to become like each other. 4
Research Ne§ded.

Several fields of possible research

have developed with the writing of this thesis.

They include

areas insufficiently treated in the thesis, problems which the
writer has seen develop with this writing, and also suggested

..." 1,;,r:'
'

research areas and methods:
a) The purpose of work and proper use of leisure.
b)

Automation and leisure.

c)

Some positive and negative influences of peer
groups upon youths and adults.

d)

Means to Christian autonomy.

e) Fromm's Aloneness: modern or human phenomenon?
f) A comparative study of methods used by several
anthropologists, psychologists and sociologists.
g) The influence of psychology upon sociological theory.
h) Apathy--Spiritual, intellectual and political;
some causes and solutions.
I) Is the contemporary empirical social scientist
an innovator or emulator of the conclusions of
ancient and medieval social philosophers?
II
a) Interdisciplinery lecture program and research
projects: Example--Sociology, psychology and
anthropology; Institute of Social and Industrial
Relations, law and economics.
b) Catholic research and writing on the use ot
talents, such as the productive orientation and
The Art Q! Loving of Fromm or Sorokin's studies
of altruism.

"
1 ',,'0

c) Reemphasis on the family as the basic unit of
society.
d) Need for a more extensive presentation by authors of
their research techniques and personal background:
Example--Wm. F. Whyte, Street Corner Society (rev. ed.).
e) Utilization of the historian's (social and cultural)
contributions in the study of sociology.
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